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Supreme People’s Court Annual Report on Intellectual Property
Cases (2015) (China)
Translated by Xiaohan Lou, Mingyuan Song, Chao Yu*
Abstract: The Supreme People’s Court of China began publishing its Annual
Report on Intellectual Property Cases in 2008. The annual reports, published in April each
year, summarize and review new intellectual property cases. This translation includes all
32 cases and 38 legal issues of the 2015 Annual Report. It addresses various areas of law
related to intellectual property, including patent law, trademark law, copyright law, unfair
competition law, antitrust law, new plant product patent law, and laws related to procedural
and evidentiary issues in intellectual property cases. While China is not a common law
country, these cases serve as guidelines for lower courts in adjudicating intellectual
property disputes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In 2015, the Supreme People’s Court (“the SPC”) served the overall
situation, better adapted to and served the new economic normality. It actively
implemented the national intellectual property (“IP”) strategy and took
leadership in protecting IP rights. It encouraged and supported mass
entrepreneurship and innovation. It promoted honesty and faithfulness, and
defended market economic order. It expanded international influence of
judicial IP protection, served, and guaranteed economic and social
development.
The SPC received various new IP cases in 2015, totaling 759. Among
the newly received cases, 8 of them were taken from trials of second instances,
29 were retrial cases, 696 were applications for retrial, and 26 were cases
referred by lower courts. Regarding subject matter, 257 of the cases were
patent cases, 3 involved new plant product patents, 325 were trademark cases,
83 were copyright cases, 3 involved integrated circuits figure designs, 3 were
antitrust cases, 9 were trade secret cases, 14 involved other unfair competition
issues, 34 pertained to IP contracts, and 28 centered around issues related to
the court’s own internal rules. Regarding quality of the cases, 378 were
administrative law cases, accounting for 49.80% of all cases received. Within
these administrative law cases, 112 were patent administration law cases and
266 were trademark cases, which increased by 100% and 198.88% from 2014
respectively. 381 civil cases accounted for 50.20% of the total number heard
by the SPC in 2015. By adding 77 of existing cases from 2014, there were 836
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of various appeal cases in 2015. This year there were 754 IP cases that were
concluded: including 7 cases of second instances, 39 retrial cases, 682
applications for retrial, and 26 cases referred by lower courts. Of the 682
applications for retrial, 361 were for retrial of administrative cases and 321
were for retrial of civil cases. Ultimately, 514 of the 682 applications for
retrial were denied, 81 are in the process of application, 38 were remanded,
16 were withdrawn (including resolution by settlement), and 33 were resolved
extra-judicially.
General trends and case characteristics can be extrapolated from these
numbers. Cases related to patents and trademarks accounted for the largest
proportion amongst all cases, and the number of these cases has increased
significantly. The controversies in patent administration cases that were most
common include: the categorization and explanation of technical features;
identification of public technology background; and the determination of the
full disclosure of patent specifications. Among civil cases, equivalent
infringement cases took a higher portion while the use of current technology
and prior rights defenses were also common. New plant product cases have
been developing on similarity contrast issues through DNA technologies,
resulting in technology problems to be more complex and specialized. The
number of trademark cases has increased. Among all trademark cases, the
number of administrative actions has increased drastically. Discerning
trademark similarity, commodity similarity, and protection of prior rights are
still the main legal issues. The principle of good faith is taking a more
influential role as value guidance. The number of copyright cases has
remained basically stable. Internet infringement is still an outstanding
problem in the new business model. Copyright disputes of films and television
programs occurred frequently. Among unfair competition cases, trade secret
cases constitute a relatively large portion. A patentee’s ability to present
evidence is weak, which makes it difficult to identify the scope of protection.
The SPC also concluded an integrated circuit layout design case for the first
time and explored the protection range of a layout design.
In an effort to serve the overall situation, the SPC has set forth the
following objectives to consider when adjudicating IP disputes: to promote
honesty and faithfulness of IP rights and ensure the reasonable scope of IP
rights to maintain the fair competition and market order; ensure that the
judiciary plays both a protecting and motivating role, and strengthens
protections for innovation to be encouraged, and supports creativity and drive
innovation; carry out the basic IP protection policy of “strengthen protection,
differentiate categories, and temper justice with mercy” and protect the
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legitimate interests of holders of IP rights; establish clear review standards in
administrative cases, and resolve disputes in substantive ways; and promote
judicial transparency to uphold justice and increase the impact of IP
adjudication.
From SPC’s retrial cases regarding IP and competition law in 2015, this
annual report selected 32 model cases (one case of which essentially shares
the same facts and the legal issue). The cases above cover all of ten major IP
cases selected by people’s court and 50 model IP cases. We hereby publish 38
selected issues from above cases that have legal normative values to present
new, difficult, and complex cases in order to understand SPC’s thought
process and trial procedure on the field of IP and competition law.

Compilation © 2016 Washington International Law Journal Association



I. PATENT LITIGATION
!(ƴYċ
A. Civil Patent Litigation
!(ǃAƴYċ
1. Patentee’s burden of proof in (ƣN3ĹƠãa{ƣƉȅ4
claiming domestic priority
ʀʑ[ÒʊƋ6 

In the retrial of Cixi Bosheng Plastic
åċȁʋNőǦħ¯ǽîſÓ
Products Co., Ltd. v. Chen Jian
(hereinafter “Cleaning Supplies Case” Ɯ˘Æ'ɩȁʋN˖očĊǾ
concerning infringement of the patent Ƃë(ƣȰȴƴ ǃȁ
for practical, new clean supplies),1 the āȩ  ÅȫȠǣǑģ 
SPC held that patentee has the burden of ĊǾƂë(oƣƴ/ ƛ˴N
proof when claiming domestic priority. ǃǌ˚Ŧ (ƣN3ĹƠãa
The patentee may not claim domestic {ƣƉ ĲĺřŢȊĲȅ4ʀʑ[
priority under the prior application rule ÒʊƋ6 ƟɎűH'Ơãa{
when the patentee is not able to provide
ƣ3ˬȊȅå{ȁʋžY IƟ
prior application documents related to
domestic priority and is unable to prove ɎʀƋƠƴ('å{ȁʋğCȊ
that the patent in dispute is an invention É3ˬȅ¼Ƌʷ &Ɏnūå{
sharing the same character as the one ȁʋƇKƜƠãa{ƣ
with the prior application.
2. The proper understanding of the åʊƋ<ĸʀɌƕŚơžYȅŌ
disclosed
contents
of
patent % ĔʊƋ<ĵďȅƽȕǺ
specification
citing
background ɲ
technology documents

In the aforementioned Cleaning åʲǣǑģ ĊǾƂë(
Supplies Case,2 the SPC held that when oƣƴ/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ å
available, background technology ÂɎȅŌ% ʊƋ<ȅɌƕŚơ
portion of patent specification should ʾĲĺĸʀ»ƎɌƕŚơȅž
cite
documents
reflecting
the YåžYďƩŒƠƴ(ȅǹ
background technology. The contents of ƜŚơ )ʶʫĸʀȅƃķ $ʲ
the document are deemed disclosed if ďĥȸŒ2ʊƋ<ŕǝŚơƃƴ
they reflect current technology and
ȅȶŒʾ žYďĲɰ2ĥ
constitute part of the technical plan
ɩʊƋ<ŕĵ
through the citation.
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3. The effect of industrial features in ĲǾǸïǲĿåƃǌ(oƣ
determining infringement of method ƀʫȢ/ȅkǾ
patent

åċȁʋN«2ŚơƜ˘Æ'
In the retrial of Huawei Technologies
Co., Ltd. v. ZTE Corporation and ɩȁʋN/ʶɺɋ\Ɯ˘Æ
Hangzhou Alibaba Advertising Co., ƨĢ˓˃ĦĦįÐƜ˘Æoč¼
Ltd., 3 the SPC held that technical Ƌ(ƣȰȴƴ ǃȁā
features commonly used in patent ȩ   Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ
implementation should be considered  ĔCɥǬƟk2ŚơǲĿ}
when determining infringement of ƣɬǆ ²ƐĊƄ(ƃǌƛ2
method patent even if the claim does not ÇǺīɭÒƔʹȅʬɦǸïÒŶ
mention it.
kƺķ Ĳĺåǝ¹ƃǌ(ȅo
ƣƀ/?WɆ˅
4. The standard for identifying the (ǌŏ6$ȅˉÖɦ2ȅɷĈ
meaning of “sales” under patent law
ƭ

In the retrial of Liu Hongbin v. Beijing
åċȁʋN˵ļ'ɩȁʋN¥
Jinglianfa Co., Ltd. and Tianwei
Sichuan Silicon Co., Ltd.,4 the SPC held LLɊ¼żůȝŚƜ˘Æøÿ
that in determining the meaning of ÜġȔ,Ɯ˘ʑ[ÆočĊǾƂ
sales, legislative purpose set force in ë(ƣȰȴƴ ǃȁāȩ
Patent Law Section 11 should be   Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ
considered to distinguish between sales (ǌŏ6$ˉÖɦ2ȅɷĈ ˠ
and promises to sell in order to fully ɬɆɣ(ǌȩ¨!ƦȅȤǌȉ
protect patentee’s interest. Therefore, ȅ ƽȕ¶ĈˉÖɦ2'ɼʌˉÖ
the deed of sales should be determined
ɦ27ˏȅȮ zqŞ(ƣ
by the establishment of contracts
(instead of execution of contract), NȆ2ƾ ˉÖɦ2ȅɷĈĲ
contract payment, delivery of goods, or ĺWˉÖÇÉŒȤ2ƭ Ɉ&Ĳ
WÇÉǽŻÇÉZƻŷUĆŒ
transfer of ownership.
ƭȅǱHUœɇŕƜƣʡȡ2ƭ

5. Technical plan which is rejected (ȁʋƉĥȸƋȕŭ˛ȅŚơ
during patent application cannot be ƃƴ &ɎWŚơǲĿȪÉ2Ȁå
taken under protection of patent for oƣƀƉ˄Ƃȳ}(ƣȅqŞ
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reason of the equivalent technical ɚá
feature

ċȁʋNăp6'ɩȁʋN[+
In the retrial of Sun Junyi v. Renqiu
ħ¯ŒǄƘÛƥƜ˘ÆĹǐ
Bocheng Co., Ltd., Zhang Zehui, and
5
Qiao Taida,
the SPC held that ʥ:ǏʪočĊǾƂë(ƣȰ
application of the doctrine of equivalent ȴƴ ǃȁāȩ  Å
must take into consideration of both the / ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ȪÉ·
patentee’s and the public’s interests. It ȅʴǾˠɬ˩(ƣNÒȗb
must also consider the difference in `ȅȆ )˨Ɇɣ(ȁʋ'(
technology level at the time of patent oƣƉȅŚơ¼ĞǄĬ ÇǺȃ
application and patent infringement to Ĉ(ƣȅqŞɚá
define the scope of patent’s proper
protection.
6. The object, comparing method and ôɮɿɶʭfŉƀȅƀ3
object compared in determining exterior jǂĔƃǌÒǂĔĔʍ
design similarity

å$ʃNƠǿŚȒģ,Ưķbȗ'
In the retrial of Honda Motor Co., Ltd.
v. Shijiazhuang Shuanghuan Auto Co., ɩ$ʃNȐĎİºǸǈʠɋ\Ɯ˘
Ltd., Shijiazhuang Shuanghuan Auto ÆȐĎİºǸǈʠƜ˘Æ
Ltd., and Shijiazhuang Xinnengyuan ȐĎİºǸƂɎǥǈʠƜ˘Æo
Ltd., 6 the SPC held that the exterior čôɮɿɶ(ƣȰȴƴ
design similarity should be determined  ǃ#ȷāȩ  Å/
comprehensively, based on common ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ôɮɿɶʭf
consumer’s knowledge level and ŉȅƀ ĲĺíC!ɑǜʖɇȅ
cognitive ability as well as all design
ȏʂǄĬÒɷȏɎ Ʋūôɮɿ
features. When the patent protects the
overall exterior design, the product ɶȅ~ʾɿɶǲĿ WŽjɰɱŻ
should not be compared by its ƫʯɦȿÇƀĺ(qŞȅƐ
dissembled parts or under an unusual JÓŽjôɮɿɶƉ &ĲĺėJ
condition. If pictures reflect the ÓŽj?WţŹ¿·lǾǳŇ
objective situation of the infringing ËʯɦǂĔüƫĊǱǭǮȌĊ»
product in dispute, the pictures can be Ǝ>ɩʃoƣJÓȅČɮŌ Â
used for comparison.
WlǾǭǮ/ȅɩʃoƣJÓ'Ơ
ƴ(ʯɦǂĔ
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7. The determination of the design ɿɶǲĿȅɷĈ¹Ĕôɮɿɶʭ
feature and its effect on determining the fŉƀȅĽÔ
exterior design similarity

åċȁʋNǗǇw˶°ǙƜ˘
In the retrial of Zhejiang Gllon Sanitary
7
Ware Co., Ltd. v. Grohe AG, the SPC Æ'ɩȁʋN˴Xɋ\Æočô
held that the design features reflect ɮɿɶ(ƣȰȴƴ ǃ
creative content of the authorized űāȩ  Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ
exterior design, which differs from  ɿɶǲĿjǹ>Ŭƣôɮɿɶ
existing design, and the designer’s &ÉCǹƜɿɶȅƂď ;j
creative contribution. If the product in ǹ>ɿɶNĔǹƜɿɶȅʷŉʏ
question does not contain all design ǵüƫɩʃoƣJÓƟ£ÎŬƣ
features of the authorized design, which
ôɮɿɶ¦CǹƜɿɶȅ~ʾɿ
are different from the design existed, it
can be inferred that the designs are not ɶǲĿ !ɑÂWŰĈBɇ&ƩŒ
similar. The burden to show the ʭfôɮɿɶɿɶǲĿȅĂåĲ
existence of the design features should Ȁ(ƣNʯɦ4ʀ yɼȩ#N
fall on the patentee. Third parties may űm»ʀ?WŰɅ ĮȀNǃǌ˚
produce opposing evidence. With this nǌ?WȕĈ
evidence, the people’s court will decide
by law.
8. Conditions to establish conflicting ŠɳȁʋŜʨŒȤȅƦY
application defense

åʲǣǑģ ĊǾƂë(
In the aforementioned Clean Supplies
oƣƴ/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ɩ
Case, 8 the SPC held that when the
defendant raises a non-violation defense ʃoƣNWĊƄȅŚơƃƴğC
because their technical plan is in Šɳȁʋ2Ȁ 3Ĺ&oč(ƣ
conflict with its application, the court ȅ ĲĺċƬɩʃoƣŚơƃƴƐ
should examine whether the technical ÍĥɩŠɳȁʋĆŽĵåʇŚ
plan in dispute is fully disclosed by the ơƃƴȊĔCŠɳȁʋ& ƜƂ˫
conflicting application. The defense can ŉƉ ŠɳȁʋŜʨŒȤ
be established if the technical plan lacks
novelty.
9. Examination and judgment of current ǹƜɿɶŜʨȅċƬ'ƀ
design defense

åċȁʋN1˒ħȈɃǭƋÛƥ
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In the retrial of Danyang Shengmei
Lighting Co., Ltd. v. Tong Xianping, 9
the SPC held that when the product in
dispute presents similarity to the
patented product, the current design
defense is not available if the product
adopted design features that differ from
current design of the patent.

VOL. 26 NO. 1

Ɯ˘Æ'ɩȁʋNȧ{Ĭočô
ɮɿɶ(ƣȰȴƴ ǃ
ȁāȩ
Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚
Ŧ åɩʃoƣJÓ'Ơƴ(
ȊʭfȅŌ% üƫɩʃoƣJ
ÓˁǾ>Ơƴ('ǹƜɿɶȊ¦
ȅɿɶǲĿ ǹƜɿɶŜʨ&Ɏ
ŒȤ

10. The review and determination of the {ǾƣŜʨȅċƬ'ɷĈ
First Use Defense

åċȁʋN¥LəǲɝŚơÆ
In the retrial of Beijing Yingtelai
'ɩȁʋNǡçɢȋÆ¥L
Technology Co., Ltd. v. Shenzhen
Bluedon Co., Ltd. (Beijing Branch) & Æ¥LɢȋĞˍ,Ɯ˘Æo
Beijing Bluedon Chuangzhan Mengye č¼Ƌ(ƣȰȴƴ ǃ
Co., Ltd.,10 the SPC held that if existing ȁāȩ  Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚
evidence shows that the manufacturer Ŧ ǹƜʀūɎöʀƋ ʷØ
has applied the patent or has made åȁʋƇĥȸĊƄœĥȸ2ĊƄ
necessary preparation of technology or Ơƴ(uû>ŚơœǱʒ$ȅŅ
material for applying the patent before ɬò )På·ƜɚáȼȽ
the application date, and that further
ʷȅ {ǾƣŜʨŒȤåʷØ
manufacturing is confined to the
previous scope, the manufacturer can ĮˢƠƴɩÐ gˉÖØɎöʀƋ
raise the First Use Defense. If the ɩʃoƣJÓȅÇǌƧǥW¹ʷ
manufacturer is not a defendant of the ØKƜ{ǾƣȅŌ% ˉÖØÂ
case, the wholesaler can raise the First Wű{ǾƣŜʨ
Use Defense by proving the legal source
of the allegedly infringing product and
that the manufacturer has the First Use
Rights.
B(ɦźƴYċ
ƣɬǆȅɲ˂ŕˠʺŃȅ!ɑ
·

In the retrial of Li Xiaole v. Patent ReåċȁʋNƤƓ9'ɩȁʋNã
examination Board of the State
ĎȏʂJƣĝ(óċýÑb!
B. Patent Administrative Litigation
11. The general principle for
interpreting claims of right
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Intellectual Property Office of the
P.R.C. (“SIPO”), Guo Wei, and
Shenyang
Tianzheng
Electrical
Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 11
the SPC held that to interpret languages
of claims of right in the confirmation
process of patent authorization, the
interpretation
is
the
broadest
interpretation that is most reasonable. It
will be based on the language of the
claims of right combined with the
understanding
of
the
patent
specification. The interpretation will
further take into consideration the legal
requirements under the patent law; for
example, the patent specification shall
sufficiently disclose the technological
proposal of the invention, and the
claims of right shall be supported by the
patent specification. The amendments
to the patent application documents
shall not exceed the scope of the original
patent specification and claims of right.

ċȩ#NBċ$ʃNʿcǊ˒
øƽʧ¿ȂɿòʷƜ˘ʑ[Æ
¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴƴ
 ɦűāȩ  Å/ ƛ
˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ å(Ŭƣȕƣ
Ȣı/ɲ˂ƣɬǆǾʈȅÎ6
Ɖ Ņ˨˩¹(ǌCʊƋ<Ĳ
ʇzĵ¼ƋȅŚơƃƴƣ
ɬǆ<ĲĺłʊƋ<ŷť(
ȁʋžYȅsŹ&łʝ·ʊƋ<
Òƣɬǆ<ɻʢȅɚáȪǌĈɬ
ǆ íCƣɬǆȅžāɻʢ ȹ
ÇĔʊƋ<ȅǺɲ Ĕƣɬǆk
ƛį6ȅÇǺɲ˂

12. Rules for interpreting technical
characters of products which contain
ambiguous language

āˣÎ6Ăåƿ6ȅŚơǲĿȅ
ɲ˂ɯ

åȁʃNʩąɑɘɁȺȝŚƜ˘
Æ'ɩȁʃNãĎȏʂJƣĝ(
óċýÑb!ċȩ#N/ãōƔ
Ɯ˘Æ¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴ
ƴ ɦűāȩ  Å/
ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ĔCƣɬǆ
/āˣÎ6Ăåƿ6ȅŚơǲĿȅ
ɲ˂ ĲĺȹÇʊƋ<¹˔ä/ĥ
ȸĵȅď ĮȨÇƠƴ(ȅ
¼Ƌȉȅ )&ł'Ơ˪ìȅȏ
īʂȊȎȋ

In the retrial of Liaoning Prajna
Network Technology Co., Ltd. v. Patent
Re-examination Board of SIPO, China
Hewlett-Packard Co., Ltd., 12 the SPC
held that the interpretation of technical
characters in claims of right with
ambiguous language shall take into
consideration the contents disclosed in
the patent specification and pictures
attached, shall conform to the purposes
of the inventory patent, and shall not
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conflict with common knowledge of the
field.
13. Determining whether the patent
specification is fully disclosed within
the field of chemical products
invention
In the retrial of Patent Re-examination
Board of SIPO and Beijing Jialin
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. v. WarnerLambert Company LLC and Zhang Chu
(hereinafter
“Atorvastatin
Case”
concerning the invalidity of patent
rights), 13 the SPC held that the patent
specification of an invention in
chemical products invention field shall
take a record of the confirmation,
manufacturing process, and use of the
chemical product.
14. The relationship between the
determination of technical issues to be
resolved and the determination whether
the patent specification is fully
disclosed
In the aforementioned Atorvastatin
Case,14 the SPC further ruled that there
is a sequential, logical relationship
between three issues to be determined.
First, consider whether technical staff in
this area may carry out the technological
proposal following the disclosed patent
specification.
Second,
determine
whether the technical issues are
resolved. Third, confirm whether
technical effects are generated.

 ¤Ą˪ìJÓ¼ƋʊƋ<z
ĵȅƀ

åċȁʋNãĎȏʂJƣĝ(
óċýÑb¥LÚƪɜ,ɋ\Ɯ
˘Æ'ɩȁʋNǉěęƝeƜ
˘ʑ[Æ!ċȩ#NĹƹ¼Ƌ
(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴƴ 
ɦűāȩ  ÅȫȠ˓ŗ_T
ǅ¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻƴ/ ƛ˴
Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ¤Ą˪ìJÓ¼Ƌ
ȅ(ʊƋ</Ĳĺɻʢ¤ĄJÓ
ȅȕɷòÒǾʵ

 ȕĈ¼ƋŕɬɲȅŚơˎˬ'
ƀʊƋ<ƐÍzĵ7ˏȅ
Ȯ

åʲ˓ŗ_Tǅ¼Ƌ(ƣ
ƅŻƴ/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚ʮɷ2
Śơƃƴȅǹ'ƐÍɲ>Śơ
ˎˬJǽ>ŚơŻƫȅʁZ7
ˏ Ăåȍ{Ë˧ı$ȅʸʦ
Ȯ Ĳ˯{ȕɷƠ˪ìŚơNÑƲ
ūʊƋ<ĵȅďƐÍɎöĊǹ
ʇŚơƃƴ ǬËȕɷƐÍɲ
>ŚơˎˬJǽ>ŚơŻƫ
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15. Whether experimental evidence  ȁʋƇËɧHȅĊ˳ŉʀūƐÍ
submitted after the application day ÂWǾCʀƋʊƋ<zĵ
could be used to prove the full 
disclosure of patent specification
åʲ˓ŗ_Tǅ¼Ƌ(ƣ
In the aforementioned Atorvastatin ƅŻƴ/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚ʮɷ2
Case, 15 the SPC ruled that the åȁʋƇËűHȅǾCʀƋʊƋ<
experimental evidence submitted after zĵȅĊ˳ŉʀū üƫÂW
the application day is permissible if with ʀƋWƠ˪ìŚơNÑåȁʋƇ
the knowledge and recognition ability ȅȏʂǄĬÒɷȏɎ ʶʫʊƋ
patentee had before the day of the <ĵȅďÂWĊǹʇ¼Ƌ ʼ
application, technical staff in this field 5ʇĊ˳ŉʀūĲĺ?WɆɣ &
can carry out the invention with the
ɎPPÞ2ʇʀūåȁʋƇËűH
disclosed contents of the patent
specification. The evidence shall not be Ɉ&?Ů¾
excluded solely because it was
submitted after the application day.
16. Determining whether the patent
specification supports the subordinate
claims of right
In the retrial of Zhu Funai, Zhai Yohua,
and Ma Guonai v. Patent Reexamination Board of SIPO and Henan
Quanxin Yetai Qidong Shebei Co.,
Ltd., 16 the SPC held that if a claim of
right subordinates another claim in
form, but in substance substitutes a
certain technical character of that
independent claim, its scope shall be
determined by the substance of its
limiting
technological
proposal.
Whether that claim of right is supported
by the patent specification shall be
determined on such a basis.

 RğƣɬǆƐÍłʊƋ<ŷ
ťȅƀ

åċȁʋNƢȚúɄi«˰
ãú'ɩȁʋNãĎȏʂJƣĝ(
óċýÑb¹!ċȩ#NBċ
$ʃNǋ®~ƂǟŇʜ¡ɿòƜ˘
Æ¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴƴ
 ɦűāȩ  Å/ ƛ
˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ĔCĻķ$ Ɯ
RğȮ Ċʒ$ƚŪ>ǴȤƣ
ɬǆ/ǲĈŚơǲĿȅRğƣɬ
ǆ Ĳĺŧǭ˘ĈȅŚơƃƴȅ
ĊʒďƧȕĈqŞɚá Įå
ƾíȓ$ƀƐÍłʊƋ<ȅŷ
ť
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17. The relationship between
 É!Śơƃƴ/JÓƣɬǆ'
evaluating the creativity of claims of
ƃǌƣɬǆʷŉʁ7ˏȅ
right to products and that of the method Ȯ
in the same technological proposal

In the retrial of Guangdong Techpool åċȁʋNį-øƔǽ¤§ɜɋ
Bio-Pharma Co., Ltd. v. Patent Re- \Ɯ˘Æ'ɩȁʋNãĎȏʂJ
examination Board of SIPO and Zhang ƣĝ(óċýÑbȩ#NĹM
Liang, 17 the SPC held that for an ¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴƴ
invention patent which includes both  ȏɦāȩ   Å/
claims of right to products and claims of ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ĔCÉƉ£Î
right to methods, if the claims of right to JÓƣɬǆ'ƃǌƣɬǆȅ¼
products are not solely limited by the
Ƌ(Ɉɴ üƫJÓƣɬǆĮ
claims of right to the method, then there
is a possibility of obtaining the products ˢȀƃǌƣɬǆŕ×!˘Ĉ ±
by other means. In situations where ĂåʶʫTƃǌɞłʇJÓȅÂ
claims of right to methods meet Ɏŉåƃǌƣɬǆ òʷŉ
creativity requirements, it does not ȅŌ% Į&ɎŅǬłJÓƣ
necessary mean that the claims of right ɬǆ; òʷŉȅȹɽ
to
products
meet
creativity
requirements.
II. TRADEMARK LITIGATION
A. Trademark Civil Litigation
18. The exclusive right to use a
trademark which lacks legal basis
cannot be used as defense against fair
use by a third party
In the retrial of Ningbo Guangtian
Saikesi Hydraulic Co., Ltd. v. Shao
Wenjun, 18 the SPC held that the
exclusive right to use a trademark, if
obtained in bad faith in violation of the
principle of honesty, does not warrant
the protection under the trademark law
in cases against others’ fair use.

BØƭƴYċ
!ØƭǃAƴYċ
ɀ8ÇǌŉíȓȅǎØƭ(Ǿ
ƣ&ɎĔŜTNȅƽĺlǾɦ2

åċȁʋNąǍįøʛ|ňǟµ
Ɯ˘Æ'ɩȁʋNʽžočØ
ƭƣȰȴƴ ǃűāȩ  
Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ Wʰ
»ʆĊrǾ·ŋŏ½łȅǎØ
ƭ(Ǿƣ ĔTNȅƽĺlǾɦ2
űʜȅočØƭƣ7ʃ &Ĳł
ǌŁȅŷťÒqŞ
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19. Determining the use of trademark
in foreign commissioned processing
contracts
In the retrial of Pujiang Yahuan Locks
Co., Ltd. v. Focker Security Products
International Limited, 19 the SPC held
that the basic function of trademark law
is to protect the identifiability of
trademarks. To determine whether there
is a confusion between identical or
similar commodities that use identical
or similar trademarks, the court shall
decide whether the trademarks are
distinguishable.
If a commissioned processing product is
solely for exportation, to attach a label
to the product, regardless of its
originality, functions, or features, does
not constitute “use” in trademark law.
B. Trademark Administrative Litigation
20. Knowledge and recognition of the
relevant public is used to determine
whether the trademark at issue, which
contains foreign words, encompasses a
name of a foreign country and is
therefore not registrable
In the retrial of Nike International Ltd.
v. Trademark Review and Adjudication
Board of State Administration Bureau
for Industry & Commerce, 20 the SPC
held that as long as the relevant public,
based on their knowledge and
recognition, would not consider
whether the trademark at issue contains
words identical or similar to of a name
of a foreign country, the trademark at
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ǝôýŗģ/ØƭlǾɦ2ȅ
ƀ

åċȁʋNǘǇGǸˊ,Ɯ˘
Æ'ɩȁʋNɝƁˑȇJÓã˕Ɯ
˘ÆočØƭƣȰȴƴ 
ǃűāȩ  Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚
Ŧ ØƭǌqŞØƭȅíƠ
Ɏ ƐqŞʂŉƀåȊÉ
œȭfØÓ$lǾȊÉœʭfØƭ
ȅɦ2ƐÍďƌĕɐǢǠ ɬWØ
ƭ¼ŨœɇÂɎ¼ŨʂɎ2
űå~ʾǾCÀȅýŗģJ
Ó$ʓ˔ȅƭņ Ɔ& Ɯ¦ŕ
ģØÓƧǥȅŏ6 ;&ɎĊǹ
ʂʇØÓƧǥȅɎ ʇƭņ&
ƜØƭȅğŉ ʇʓ˔ɦ2&Ʃ
ŒØƭŏ6$ȅlǾɦ2
BØƭɦźƴYċ
 Ĕ£ÎôžžāȅȁʋØƭƐ
ÍƩŒșƼǎȅôããĎÊȠ
ĲíCȊ`ȅȏʂǄĬÒɷȏ
Ɏkƀ

åċȁʋNɉ|ã˕Ɯ˘Æ'
ɩȁʋNãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØ
ƭʁċýÑbØƭ˲ÝóċɦźȰ
ȴƴ ȏɦāȩ  Å/
ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ Ȋ`íC
ȏʂǄĬÒɷȏɎ &bɷ2ȁ
ʋØƭŽj$'ôããĎÊȠȊÉ
œʭfȅ ĲɷĈȁʋØƭƟʰ»
Øƭǌȩ¨Ʀȩ!ƻȩB˦ȅ
ɯĈ
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issue does not violate Article 10 Section
1 Clause 2 of the Trademark Law of the
PRC.
21. Application of the principle of
recognizing well-known trademarks by
necessity in administrative
confirmation of trademark
authorization
In the retrial of Juhua Group Corp. v.
Trademark Review and Adjudication
Board of State Administration Bureau
for Industry & Commerce and Hu
Jinyun,21 the SPC held that the people’s
court shall follow the principle that
recognizes well-known trademarks by
necessity in the trial of administrative
cases regarding the confirmation of
trademark authorization for cases that
involve protection of well-known
trademarks. If the trademark in dispute
does not constitute duplication,
imitation, or translation of the
trademark cited, or if the registration of
the challenged trademark does not
mislead the public or lead to potential
harm to the right holder of the trademark
cited, it is not necessary to examine or
recognize the well-known trademark.

˱ÊØƭŧˠɷĈ·åØƭŬ
ƣȕƣɦźƴY/ȅʴǾ

åċȁʋNĤ¤˞ßÆ'ɩȁ
ʋNãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁ
ċýÑbȩ#NɍˆDØƭĶɹ
óċɦźȰȴƴ ȏɦā
ȩ  Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ
 Nǃǌ˚ċǺǝ¹˱ÊØƭq
ŞȅØƭŬƣȕƣɦźƴY IĲ
ʺŃ˱ÊØƭȅŧˠɷĈ·ü
ƫɩĶɹØƭĮƟƩŒĔĸʀØƭ
ȅóŲ]œɇɅʄ œɇɩĶ
ɹØƭɞǎĮ&bĕɐʉĕ
`ĮÂɎũčĸʀØƭƣNȆ
ȅȹƫ ±ƅˠĔĸʀØƭƐÍƩ
Œ˱ÊȅˎˬkċƬÒɷĈ

å{Øƭ Ɯʣ˴ƑɠŉÒȏÊ
ĳȅŌ% åËȁʋNĲʎƜƙ
˴ȅǎŏÒʻɸ6 

åċȁʋN¥LȚɊ©ˤ,Ɯ˘
In the retrial of Beijing Fuliansheng Æ'ɩȁʋNãĎģØɦźȬǺ
Shoes Co., Ltd. v. Trademark Review ŊĝØƭʁċýÑb¥LɊ©
and Adjudication Board of State ˤ,Ɯ˘ÆØƭĶɹóċɦźȰ
22. When an existing trademark has
relatively high distinctiveness and
brand awareness, following applicants
bear a higher duty of care and duty to
avoid for trademark application
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Administration Bureau for Industry &
Commerce and Beijing Neiliansheng
Shoes Co., Ltd., 22 the SPC held that
when the trademark compared has
relatively high distinctiveness and brand
awareness, its trademark scope is
broader than that of ordinary
trademarks. Thus, business competitors
bear a higher duty of care and duty to
avoid the trademark use.

ȴƴ ȏɦāȩ  Å
/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚ɷ2 åĸʀØ
ƭ Ɯʣ˴ȅƑɠŉÒȏÊĳȅŌ
% 'ƩŒʭfØƭȅɚáʣ
ƔʶØƭ;ĲƙĐ É,Ȧ@ɇI
Ĳ Ɯƙ˴ȅǎŏÒʻɸ6 

23. Factors to consider for proper coexistence of trademarks

 Øƭ7ˏʴĺĂȅɆ˅Þȯ

åċȁʋNǲõǼÆ'ɩȁʋ
N¥L˷¯ðǈʠǣǒʱˊƜ˘
Æ¹!ċɩÐBċɩ$ʃNãĎ
ģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁċýÑ
b !ċȩ#NBċɩ$ʃN¥
Lª˜ʕƌ/ńØƭĶɹóċɦź
Ȱȴƴ ɦűāȩ Å
/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ Øƭ7ˏ
ȅʴĺĂ !ɑ Ɯǲǀȅ´Ä
Ɍƕ )ˠɆɣå{ƣNȅŏŐ
ÒČɮ$ƐÍĥȸĻŒ>ħè¦
ȅAĊ

In the retrial of Turtlewax Inc. v. Beijing
Turtle Doctor Carwash Chain Co., Ltd.,
Trademark Review and Adjudication
Board of State Administration Bureau
for Industry & Commerce and Beijing
Banlong Trade Center,23 the SPC held
that the co-existence of trademarks
usually appears from special historical
background. The subjective intent of the
right holder of the existing trademark
and the objective facts are both
considered to determine whether market
separation has been formed.
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24. Identifying the trademark that  ǲǀ´ÄɌƕ%å{lǾĮƜ!
possesses existing use in special ĈĽÔØƭȅɷĈ
historical background that has an 
influential existing use
åċȁʋNʔĢʚ*Ďˀ,Ɯ˘
In the retrial of Guizhou Laishi Alcohol ʑ[Æ'ɩȁʋNãĎģØɦź
Co., Ltd. v. Trademark Review and ȬǺŊĝØƭʁċýÑb!ċȩ
Adjudication Board of State of #N/ãʔĢɛÃˀ³˞ßƜ
Administration
for
Industry
& ˘ʑ[ÆØƭĶɹóċɦźȰȴ
Commerce and China Guizhou Maotai ƴ ȏɦāȩ  Å
Distillery (Group) Co., Ltd.,24 the SPC / ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ƀɩĶ
held that in order to determine whether
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the trademark in dispute was unfairly
registered because it contains influential
existing use by others, the court shall
consider the following factors: the
history of the existing trademark, the
registration status of the existing
trademark, and whether the existing
trademark has been legally used before
the application day of the trademark in
dispute.

ɹØƭƐÍğCW&ƽĺŖǁŝ{
ǎTNå{lǾĮƜ!ĈĽÔȅ
ØƭƉ ˠɆƬå{Øƭȅ´Ä
ȁʋǎŌ ĮȹÇå{Øƭå
ɩĶɹØƭȁʋƇƐÍ2Çǌl
ǾȪÞȯȿÇƀ

25. The term “use” shall be limited to
the products within registered scope
under the principle of registered
trademarks which has not been used for
three years

 ǎØƭʱȽ#ĭvƼlǾĳ
/ȅlǾɦ2 ĲWƱĈlǾ
ȅØÓ2˘

åċȁʋNąǍħˡ«ǧ,Ɯ˘
Æ'ɩȁʋNãĎģØɦźȬǺ
ŊĝØƭʁċýÑb!ċȩ#N
$ǚħƃʪ¥LŁĪA ŕØ
ƭųˉóċɦźȰȴƴ 
ȏɦāȩ  Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ
˚ɷ2 åǎØƭʱȽ#ĭvƼ
lǾ?Wųˉĳ/ óċØƭȅ
lǾɦ2ĲWƱĈlǾȅØÓ2
˘

In the retrial of Ningbo Qinghua Paint
Co., Ltd. v. the Trademark Review and
Adjudication Board of State of
Administration
for
Industry
&
Commerce and Shanghai Fangda
(Beijing) Law Firm,25 the SPC held that
under the principle that a registered
trademark be repealed if such trademark
has not been used for three years, the
“use” of such trademark shall be limited
to the products within registered scope.

26. Symbolical use of a trademark does  ʍĿŉlǾ&ƩŒØƭȅĊ˕l
not constitute an actual use
Ǿɦ2

In the retrial of Cheng Chao v. Tongyong
åċȁʋNŒʝ'ɩȁʋNʶǾ
Mill Food Asia Co., Ltd. and Trademark
Review and Adjudication Board of State ȖéˮÓGǓƜ˘Æ!ċɩÐ
of Administration for Industry & ãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁċý
Commerce, 26 the SPC held that, in the ÑbØƭųˉóċɦźȰȴƴ
case with respect to the principle that a  ȏɦāȩ  Å/
registered trademark be repealed if such ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ åǎØƭʱ
trademark has not been used for three
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years, to determine whether the
trademark in dispute constitutes an
actual use, the court shall consider the
actual intention and the behavior of the
trademark registrant. If there is only
symbolical use of the trademark in
dispute to sustain its presence, an actual
use of a trademark is deemed to be not
established.

Ƚ#ĭvƼlǾȅóċƴY/ 
ƀóċØƭƐÍʯɦ>Ċ˕lǾ
ˠɬɆēØƭǎNƐÍ ƜȌĊ
ȅlǾŏäÒlǾɦ2P2Ⱦť
óċØƭĂåɈʯɦȅʍĿŉl
Ǿ &ƩŒØƭȅĊ˕lǾɦ2

III. COPYRIGHT CASES
27. Determining whether the
expression in tabular form has
originality

#ɠkƣƴYċ
 ɨƳȭɨʪƃķƐÍ òǴŉ
ȅƀ

åċȁʋN˰ǻ'ɩȁʋN9Ġ
ħž¤įŴĽɰƂːǯĝÕˌ
ĖɠkƣƣğočɠkƣȰȴƴ
 ǃȁāȩ 
Å/
ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ kÓȅǴŉ
ĲjǹåkÓȅɨʪƃķɈˢňŎ
œɮǪ7/
ƜǴŉȅɨʪƃ
ķĲȀkɇǴȤĆŒ)&ÉWľ
ɨƳĻķQğC!ɑŉȅɨƳȭ
ƃķ ɨƳďȅɨʪƃķȊĔâ
Ĉ & òkÓŕĲ ƜȅǴ
ŉ &Ɏ¾ɠkƣǌȅqŞ

In the retrial of Ma Qi v. The Radio and
Television Press and Publication
Bureau of Leshan City and Tang
Changshou, 27 the SPC held that the
originality is reflected in the expression,
rather than in ideas or opinions. The
original expression shall be completed
independently by author and be
different from the expression that
already exists. The tabular form still
belongs to the general classification of
form; its contents are expressed in a
relatively fixed way; no originality is
contained; and tabular form would not
be protected by the copyright law.
28. Recognizing copyright
infringement among co-owners
In the retrial of Beijing Jinse Licheng
Culture Art Co., Ltd. v. Shanghai Jinxin
Film Development Co., Ltd, Li Xiaojun,
and Li Wenxiu,28 the SPC held that a coowner could exercise the copyright

ƜƣN7ˏȊEočɠkƣ
ɦ2ȅɷĈ

åċȁʋN¥Lˆɒ˃Ȣž¤ɓ
ơƜ˘Æ'ɩȁʋN$ǚƒˇĽ
ɰ¼ĞƜ˘Æ·ċɩÐƤƓ
ƤžțočɠkƣȰȴƴ
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solely by himself if other co-owners
reject a negotiation without reasonable
cause. Such action does not constitute a
transfer and the co-owner will share the
profit with other co-owners. However,
transfer and pledge are material actions
to the copyright. Thus, any transfer of
the copyright without consent of other
co-owners constitutes infringement to
other co-owners.
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 ǃȁāȩ   Å/
ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚ɷ2 ɠkƣȅƜ
ƣNÂWå'Ĕƃ¬Ø&ŒĔ
ƃƅƽĺǺȀɦlȅƣ&Îʡ
ɸ'ĔƃKŸȆȪŌ% Ɯ
ƦYæǴɦlƣgɠkƣȅ
ʒšÒʡɸ ƐĔƣȅ˄÷ñ
Ɵ'ƜƣN¬ØɈĔɠkƣ
ʯɦʡɸ ƩŒƟȸɼÂočƜ
ƣNɠkƣȅɦ2

IV. UNFAIR COMPETITION LITIGATION
Ü&ƽĺȦ@ƴYċ
29. Clarifying the contents and scopes ƣNĔØ,ȞđďÒɚáȅ
of trade secrets owned by a patentee
Ƌȕ'âĈ

In the retrial of Xinfa Pharmaceutical
åċȁʋNƂ¼ɜ,Ɯ˘Æ'
Co., Ltd. v. Yifan Xinfu Pharmaceutical
29
Co., Ltd., the SPC held that in the trial ɩȁʋNOĩˇĒɜ,ɋ\Ɯ˘
of a trade secret case, the trade secret Æ!ċɩÐþȱǚ˰Èˋoč
holder shall be allowed to clarify the Ø,ȞđȰȴƴ ǃȁā
contents and scopes of its trade secrets, ȩ  Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ
and the court shall consider the case  åØ,ȞđƴYċǺʫȢ/
based on such clarified contents and ĲĺyɼƣNĔØ,Ȟđȅ
scopes. As long as the procedural rights ďÒɚáʯɦƋȕÒâĈ Nǃǌ
of parties are not infringed, the
˚åƾíȓ$ʯɦȅċǺÒɪ
judgment shall be deemed to be not
Áɬ&ĽÔĺANȅȢıŉƣ
exceeding the claim.
±&ƩŒʝʃɾʋǆȅɪ

30. Issuing infringement warning prior (ƣNCoƣɷĈk¼ʳ
to the judgment for patent infringement oƣɵÐȾŞɏʟƣȆȅɦ2 &
does not constitute unfair competition
ƩŒ&ƽĺȦ@

In the retrial of Shijiazhuang
Shuanghuan Automobile Co., Ltd. v. åȐĎİºǸǈʠɋ\Ɯ˘Æ'
Honda Motors Co., Ltd. (hereinafter ƠǿŚȒģ,Ưķbȗȕɷ&oč
“Train Case” concerning infringement (ƣũčʙxȰȴƴ
of the exterior design of a train),30 the  ǃ#ȷāȩ Åȫ
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SPC held that the patent owner could
issue infringement warnings prior to
filing a lawsuit or during the lawsuit.
Issuing an infringement warning is not
only a key step to protect the patent
owner’s own right, but also a key step to
resolve the dispute through negotiation,
and law shall not prohibit it. In addition,
the law allows issuing such warning
because it could reduce costs, enhance
efficiency, and save judicial resources.
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Ƞǈʠôɮɿɶ(ȕɷ&o
ƣƴ/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ (
ƣNÂWåűʜoƣʃɾ7œ
ɇʜʃƞˏ¼ʳoƣɵÐ ¼ʳo
ƣɵÐƐɏɦȾŞƣȆȅʵŀÒ
¬ØɲȰȴȅǸɔ ǌŁĔƾĮ
ƅșƼŉɯĈ )yɼWƾȜƃķ
ɲ@ɹƜC˗hȾƣŒƠű
˴ȰȴɲŻǶɔȲÆǌʗǥ
ȨÇȸǖŻȆ

31. Issuing infringement warning shall oƣɵÐȅ¼ʳĲ˘CÇǺɚ
be limited to a reasonable extent and á ĮÙĜǎŏ6 
shall be exercised with duty of care

åʲǈʠôɮɿɶ(ȕɷ
In the aforementioned Train Case,31 the
SPC further held that issuing an &oƣƴ/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚ʮŦ
infringement warning reflects that the  ƣN¼ʳoƣɵÐȾŞɏʟ
patent owner exercises her basic civil ÇǌƣȆƐɦlǃAƣȅĲƜ
rights. However, such civil rights shall 76 gɦlƣĲĺåÇǺȅɚ
be exercised within reasonable á ĮÙĜǎŏ6 
limitation, and the patent holders shall
exercise duty of care.
32. An existing use of trademark in Ùŏȅå{lǾɦ2&ƩŒŵɏ
good faith does not constitute lǾTN^,ÊȠ
unauthorized use of the trademark of 
another entity
åċȁʋNįĢƍǋǤĊ,¼Ğ
In the retrial of Guangzhou Xinghewan Ɯ˘ÆįĢćĒŔæJƜ˘
Development Co., Ltd, Guangzhou Æ'ɩȁʋNǇɗǩʘ˞ßĴɿĵ
Hongfu Real Estate Co., Ltd. v. Su ¼Ɯ˘ÆočØƭƣ¹&ƽĺȦ
Weibing
Group
Construction @Ȱȴƴ ǃűāȩ 
Development Co., Ltd. (hereinafter ÅȫȠƍǋǤØƭoƣ¹
“Xinghewan
Case”
concerning &ƽĺȦ@ƴ/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚
trademark infringement and unfair Ŧ TNÙŏlǾʃ@ÊȠȅƉ
competition),32 the SPC held that if an
ˏƈCƣNĔ^,ÊȠȅl
entity has used the name in dispute
under good faith prior to the right holder
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obtaining the trademark, such prior use Ǿ ʇlǾɦ2&ƩŒŵɏlǾT
does not constitute unauthorized use of N^,ÊȠȅɦ2
the trademark of another entity.
V. LITIGATION ON NEW PLANT SPECIES
33. Admission of the test report with
different conclusion under new plant
infringing patent
In the retrial of Shandong Denghai
Xianfeng Seed Industry Co., Ltd. v.
Shanxi Nongfeng Seed Industry Co. Ltd.
and Shanxi Dafeng Seed Industry Co.,
Ltd., 33 the SPC held that it is a
precondition to present the same
characteristics to bring a claim on patent
infringement of new plan species. The
recognition of new plant species is
based on the field planting DUS test.
When the conclusion of the field
planting DUS test is different from the
one from DNA fingerprint test, the
conclusion of DUS test prevails.

FƸǱƂÓȜƴYċ
očƸǱƂÓȜƣƴY/ Ĕȹ
ɽ&ÉȅǕʅşÐȅˁr'ɷĈ

åċȁʋNĠ-Ȅǚ{ˋȜ,Ɯ
˘Æ'ɩȁʋN˙ɫ0Ȝ,Ɯ
˘ʑ[ÆĠɫ÷0Ȝ,Ɯ˘
ÆočƸǱƂÓȜƣȰȴƴ
 ǃȁāȩ 
Å/
ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ ǲĿǲŉȊÉ
2ɷĈočƸǱƂÓȜƣɦ2ȅ
űƦYƸǱƂÓȜȅŬƣnū2
ǿˏȜƸȅ  Ǖʅ ĺǿˏȜƸ
ȅ  ǕʅȕĈȅǲĶŉȹɽ' 
ŦȵƷǕȹɽ&ÉƉ ĲWǿˏȜ
Ƹȅ  Ǖʅȹɽ2

VI. LITIGATION ON LAYOUT DESIGN OF ˞ŒȂʞĨäɿɶƴYċ
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
34. Protection scope of the layout
ȄɻäưÒưÓĔ˞ŒȂʞĨä
design of integrated circuits could be ɿɶqŞɚáȕĈȅkǾ
determined by registered samples

  åċȁʋNƊĉȂĀ$
In the retrial of Angbao Electronics
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd. v. Nanjing Zhipu ǚƜ˘Æ'ɩȁʋN®LƗǘ
Xinlian Electronic Technology Co., Ltd., ɕɊȂĀȝŚƜ˘ÆǡçʛǨ
Shenzhen Sailing Trading Co., Ltd. and ʕƌƜ˘ÆǡçħƶêÚȝŚ
Shenzhen Zikunjia Technology Co., Ɯ˘Æoč˞ŒȂʞĨäɿɶ(
Ltd., 34 the SPC held that if a layout ƜƣȰȴƴ ǃȁāȩ 
design of integrated circuit is Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ Ȅɻ
commercially used before registration, Ɖĥś}Ø,Ǿȅ˞ŒȂʞĨä
the protection scope of the proprietary
ɿɶ (ƜƣȅqŞďĲĺW
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rights shall be based on the duplication ȁʋȄɻƉűHȅóYœäư2
or
drawing
submitted
through  ŅɬƉưÓÂWk2ʤ¢¸
registration. If necessary, samples could Ɇ
be considered as auxiliary reference.
VII. PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE OF
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LITIGATION
35. When requesting the people’s court
a declaration of non-infringement of
trade secret, the fact that a party with
capability to adduce evidence clearly
refusing to specify the content of trade
secret does not influence the ruling of
people’s court
In the retrial of Dandong Colossus
Group Co., Ltd. v. Jiangxi Huadian
Electronic Co., Ltd.,35 the SPC held that
for determining non-infringement of
trade secret, the court shall identify the
content
of
trade
secret
and
responsibility of each party for the
litigation based on the capability and
difficulty to adduce evidence. If the
party with capability to adduce evidence
clearly refuses to specify the content of
trade secret, such party shall bear the
risk of disadvantageous judgment.
However, it will not be a presumption
for the people’s court to rule such case
requesting the court’s declaration of
non-infringement of trade secret.

"CȏʂJƣʃɾȢı'ʀū
 Ɯ4ʀɎȅ!ƃĺANŤȻ
ƋȕØ,Ȟđȅ jď &ĽÔ
Nǃǌ˚Ĕȕɷ&očØ,Ȟđƴ
Yȅ¾Ǻ

åċȁʋN1-|˜˞ßƜ˘ʑ
[Æ'ɩȁʋNǇɫ«ȂȂƜ
˘ʑ[Æȕɷ&očØ,ȞđȰ
ȴƴ ǃȁāȩ  Å
/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ åȕɷ&
očØ,ȞđȰȴƴ/ ĲĺƲū
ĺANȅ4ʀɎÒ½ʀ˝ĳ ȕ
ĈØ,Ȟđȅ jďÒʃɾƣ
6 ȅŦÌĔʍ Ɯ4ʀɎȅ
!ƃĺANŤȻƋȕØ,Ȟđȅ
jď ĲĚƾřŢ&ȅǌŁË
ƫ g&ĽÔNǃǌ˚Ĕȕɷ&o
čØ,ȞđƴYȅ¾Ǻ

36. Authenticity and probative value of
ȂĀʀūȌĊŉÒʀƋȅċƬ
electronic evidence
ƀ

In the retrial of Dong Jianfei v. Wu
åċȁʋNɡw˭'ɩȁʋNÏ
Shuxiang and Patent Re-examination
36
Board of SIPO, the SPC held that ƮȘ!ċɩÐBċ$ʃNãĎ
ȏʂJƣĝ(óċýÑbôɮɿ
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upon determining the authenticity and
probative value of the publish date of a
notarized internet website, the court
shall make decision by considering the
case itself and relevant factors,
including but not limited to the
production process of notarization
report, production process of the
website, the timing of releasing the
website, qualification and credit status
of the website, business management
status, and technical methods.

VOL. 26 NO. 1

ɶ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴƴ
 ȏɦāȩ  Å/ ƛ
˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ åċƬƀW
ʀ<ĻķâĈȅEɊɁȥɁ˥¼Ĩ
ƉˏȅȌĊŉ'ʀƋƉ ĲɆɣ
ʀ<ȅkʫȢɁ˥¹¼Ĩ
ƉˏȅĻŒʫȢȬǺʇɁ˥ȅɁ
ȥʗʒÒrǾǳȸɟȬǺǳ
ŕˁǾȅŚơŖǁȪȊÞ
ȯ ȹÇƴYTʀūʯɦȿÇ
ƀ

37. Determining the effectiveness of
ĔʀūʀƋŻȅċƱɷĈ¹Ĕ
evidence and the punishment for perjury űmdʀɦ2ȅñɂ

In the retrial of Guangdong Huarun
åċȁʋNį-«ǞǛſƜ˘
Paint Co., Ltd. v. East Asia Elephants
Paint Co., Ltd. and Wu Xuechun,37 the Æ'ɩȁʋNǇɗ÷ʍ-GǧƜ
SPC held that people’s court shall fully ˘Æ!ċɩÐÏ˟Ə&ƽĺȦ
and objectively review the evidence on @Ȱȴƴ ǃűāȩ 
the basis of legal procedures; shall apply Å/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚Ŧ Nǃ
logical
reasoning
and
routine ǌ˚ĲĺŧǭǌĈȢı ~ˣČ
experience to determine the existence of ɮæċƱʀū nǭǌŁɯĈ ʬ
a probative value and its influence on ǾʸʦŰǺÒƇīǽǔȸ˳ǌ
the basis of legal provisions; and shall
ĔʀūƜƅʀƋÒʀƋ÷Ęʯ
disclose the reasoning and result of the
judgment. Criminal liability shall be ɦƀ ĮĵƀȅǺȀÒȹ
posed based on law against the party ƫĔC.˄ʰ»ʆr· űH
violating the principle of honesty, by dʀʯɦɤt˖ʲŘ=Æǌȟ
committing perjury, by providing false ıȅɦ2 ĲĺŧǭǌĈȢı?W
statement, or by engaging in acts that ñɂ
interfere with the judicial authority for
litigation activities.
38. Imposing the responsibility to cease vƼoƣʑ[ȅřŢ ĲĺʺŃ
the acts of infringement shall follow ÙŏqŞ·Į˩Ȇ
both the principle of supporting good 
faith and protecting public interest
åʲƍǋǤØƭoƣ¹&ƽ
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In the aforementioned Xinghewan
Case,38 the SPC further held that if the
trademark right and other intellectual
property rights conflict with other
property rights, the court shall
determine whether to hold a party
responsible for a legal liability under the
principle of protecting bona fide party
and the principle of balancing public
interests.
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ĺȦ@ƴ/ ƛ˴Nǃǌ˚ʮɷ
2 åØƭƣȪȏʂJƣ'ǱƣȪ
ʐJƣ¼ǽȣƉ ƐÍVĺA
NřŢvƼlǾȅǌŁʑ[ Ĳĺ
ʺŃÙŏqŞ·Į˩
Ȇ


1

Cixi Shi Bosheng Tuliaon Zhipin Youxiangongsi Yu Chen Jiang, Qinhai Shiyong Xinxing Zhuanli Jiufen
An őǦħ¯ǽîſÓƜ˘Æ'˖očĊǾƂë(ƣȰȴƴ Cixi Bosheng Plastic Products Co.,
Ltd. v. Chen Jian CIVIL RETRIAL. NO. 188 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015) Chen Jian is the owner of the cleaning
appliance patent. The patent’s application date is June 24th, 2011. On June 20th, 2013, Chen Jian sued Bosheng for
patent infringement on Bosheng’s unauthorized manufacturing, selling, and offering to sell the infringing products.
Hangzhou Intermediate People’s Court in Zhejiang Province held that the products at issue were not within the
protection range of the patent, and overruled Chen Jian’s claim. Chen appealed. In response, Bosheng claimed that
their utility model patent under application number 201120157568.6 was applied prior to the patent at issue, and the
products produced by this patent do not infringe the patent at issue. The Intermediate People’s Court held that the
products were within the protection range of the patent at issue, and issued injunction and 100,000RMB damages
against Bosheng. Bosheng appealed to the SPC. On December 2, 2015, the SPC denied Bosheng’s application for
retrial.
2

Id.

3

Huawei Jishu Youxiangongsi Yu Bei Zhongxing Tongxun Gufen Yongxiangongsi, Hangzhou Alibaba
Guanggao Youxiangongsi Qinhai Faming Zhuanli Quan Jinfen An «2ŚơƜ˘Æ'ɩ/ʶɺɋ\Ɯ˘
ÆƨĢ˓˃ĦĦįÐƜ˘Æoč¼Ƌ(ƣȰȴƴ Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. v. ZTE Corporation
and Hangzhou Alibaba Advertising Co., Ltd.], CIVIL RETRIAL. NO. 2720 (Sup People’s Ct. 2015)  Huawei is the
owner of a patent for preventing fabricated IP addresses. The claim described a method that prevents fabricated IP
addresses during dynamic IP address allocation. Huawei claimed that the infringing products produced by ZTE and
sold by Alibaba used the technical plan within the protection range of the patent. Hangzhou Intermediate People’s
Court held that the manifestation of method patent infringement is using the technical plan. Huawei did not adequately
prove that ZTE used Huawei’s networking mode when producing the claimed infringing products, and the technical
plan used by ZTE was different from the plan of the patent. The evidence was insufficient to prove ZTE infringed the
patent, and Huawei’s claim was denied. Huawei appealed. Huawei argued that the lower court narrowed the
protection range by including the networking method not mentioned in the claim as a suggested technical feature.
Zhejiang Higher People’s Court maintained the ruling. Huawei appealed to the SPC, and the SPC overruled.
4
Liu Hongbin Yu Beijing Jinglianfa
Shukong Keji Youxinagongsi, Tianwei Sichuan Guiye
Youxianzerengongsi Qinhai Shiyong Xinxing Zhuanli Quan Jinfen An (˵ļ'¥LLɊ¼żůȝŚƜ˘Æ
øÿÜġȔ,Ɯ˘ʑ[ÆočĊǾƂë(ƣȰȴƴ) [Liu Hongbin v. Beijing Jinglianfa Co., Ltd. and Tianwei
Sichuan Silicon Co., Ltd.], CIVIL RETRIAL. NO. 1070 (Sup. People’s Court Ct. 2015). Hongbin is the owner of the
patent of a new type of grilling machine. The date of the patent application was December 31st, 2008. The date of
authorization was October 21st, 2009. On April 10th, 2009, Tianwei (buyer) made a sales contract with Jinglianfa
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(seller) through bidding. The sale involved selling the claimed infringing products to Tianwei. Liu Hongbin sued for
patent infringement because the allegedly infringing products’ technical feature is entirely the same as the patent.
Chengdu Intermediate People’s Court held that the allegedly infringing products fall within the protection range of
the patent’s claim and ruled against Jinglianfa. Tianwei’s bidding process was conducted earlier than the patent’s
authorization date. Therefore, Tianwei should not be liable for monetary damages. The Court issued injunctions
against Tianwei and Jinglianfa, and 100,000RMB monetary damages against Jinglianfa, and Jinglianfa appealed.
Sichuan Higher People’s Court held that using the same technical plan as the patent before the authorization day does
not constitute patent infringement. The lower court’s decision was repealed. Liu Hongbin appealed to the SPC. The
SPC denied.
5

Sun Junyi Yu Renqiu Shi Bochengshuinuanqicai Youxianggongsi, Zhang Zehui, Qiao Taida, Qinhai Shiyong
Xinxing Zhuanli Quan Jinfen An ăp6'[+ħ¯ŒǄƘÛƥƜ˘ÆĹǐʥ:ǏʪočĊǾƂë(
ƣȰȴƴ Sun Junyi v. Renqiu Bocheng Co., Ltd., Zhang Zehui, and Qiao Taida], CIVIL RETRIAL. NO. 740 (Sup
People’s Court Ct. 2015). Sun Junyi was the owner of the patent of automatic exhaust system at issue. One of the
technical features is the cone surface which prevents erosion. Sun Junyi sued Bocheng, Zhang Zehui, and Qiao Taida
for producing and selling the claimed infringing products. By comparison, the claimed infringing products had flat
surface different from the patented feature. Harbin Intermediate People’s Court held that the claimed infringing
products had similar technical features and infringed the patent. Bocheng appealed. Heilongjiang Higher People’s
Court held that the patent limited the surface as conical because a flat surface was not able to achieve the patent’s
technical purpose. Therefore, the flat surface is out of the protection range of the patent. The lower court’s decision
was repealed. Sun Junyi appealed. The SPC denied the appeal.
6
Bentiangiyangongye Zhushihuishe Yu Shijiazhuang Shuanghuan Qiche Gufenyouxianggongsi, Shijiazhuang
Shuanghuan Qiche Youxianggongsi, Shijiazhuang Xinnengyuan Qiche Youngxianggongsi.Qinhai Waiguan Sheji
Zhuanliquan Jiufen An (ƠǿŚȒģ,Ưķbȗ'ȐĎİºǸǈʠɋ\Ɯ˘ÆȐĎİºǸǈʠƜ˘Æ
Ȑ Ď İ º Ǹ Ƃ Ɏ ǥ ǈ ʠ Ɯ ˘  Æ o č ô ɮ ɿ ɶ (  ƣ Ȱ ȴ ƴ  Honda Motor Co., Ltd. v. Shijiazhuang
Shuanghuan Auto Co., Ltd., Shijiazhuang Shuanghuan Auto Ltd., and Shijiazhuang Xinnengyuan Ltd.], CIVIL
RETRIAL. NO. 8 (Sup. People’s Court Ct. 2014). Honda was the patentee of the design patent. Hebei Higher People’s
Court held that the claimed infringing product was not within the protection range. Honda appealed. The SPC upheld
the Higher People’s Court’s decision.
7

Zhejiang Jianlong Weiyu Youxianggongsi Yu Gaoyi Gufengongsi Qinhai Waiguan Sheji Zhuanliquan Jiufen
An ǗǇw˶°ǙƜ˘Æ'˴Xɋ\Æočôɮɿɶ(ƣȰȴƴ [Zhejiang Gllon Sanitary Ware Co.,
Ltd. v. Grohe AG], CIVIL RETRIAL. NO. 23 (Sup. People’s Court Ct. 2015). Grohe was the patentee of the design
patent at issue. Grohe argued that the nozzle design was the key feature of the patent. However, it was not manifested
by the patent authorization announcement. There were differences between the designs on nozzle head and handle,
resulting in the two designs to not be similar. Grohe appealed. Zhejiang Higher People’s Court ruled for Grohe.
Gllon appealed to the SPC. The SPC repealed the Higher People’s Court’s decision and upheld the initial decision
for Gllon.
8

See supra note 1.

9

Danyang Shi Shengmei Zhaoming Qicai Yongxianggongsi Yu Tong Xianping, Qinhai Waiguan Sheji
Zhuanliquan Jiufen An 1˒ħȈɃǭƋÛƥƜ˘Æ'ȧ{Ĭočôɮɿɶ(ƣȰȴƴ Danyang
Shengmei Lighting Co., Ltd. v. Tong Xianping], CIVIL RETRIAL. NO. 633 (Sup. People’s Court Ct. 2015). Tong
Xianping was the patentee of the exterior design patent at issue. Tong sued Shengmei for selling and offering to sell
the claimed infringing products. Zhenjiang Intermediate People’s Court held that the claimed infringing products and
the patent has no substantive difference in their overall visual effects, and that they are similar. The court issued an
injunction and 58,950RMB damages against Shengmei. Shengmei appealed. Jiangsu Province Higher People’s Court
and the SPC both denied.
10

Beijing Yingtelai Jishu Gongsi Yu Shenzhen Landun Gongsi Beijing Fen Gongsi, Beijing Landun
Chuangzhan Menye Youxian Gongsi Qinhai Faming Zhanli Quan Jiufen An (¥LəǲɝŚơÆ'ǡçɢȋ
Æ¥LÆ¥LɢȋĞˍ,Ɯ˘Æoč¼Ƌ(ƣȰȴƴ) [Beijing Yingtelai Technology Co., Ltd. v.
Shenzhen Bluedon Co., Ltd. (Beijing Branch) & Beijing Bluedon Chuangzhan Mengye Co., Ltd.], CIVIL APPLICATION
FOR RETRIAL NO. 1255 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). The applicant Beijing Yingtelai Technology Co., Ltd. (hereinafter
“Yingtelai”) is the right holder of the patent regarding a fire-resistant roller shutter. It brought a lawsuit against
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Shenzhen Bluedon Co., Ltd. (Beijing Branch) (hereinafter “Bluedon Beijing”) and Beijing Bluedon Chuangzhan Door
Industry Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Bluedon Chuangzhan”), alleging that the fire-resistant roller shutter products
manufactured by the two fall within the scope of its patent, and that they infringed on Yingtelai’s patent rights. The
trial court, Beijing No. 2 Intermediate People’s Court, found that the allegedly infringing products fell within the scope
of the patent; however, the products came from Shenzhen Bluedon Industrial Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Shenzhen
Bluedon”). Shenzhen Bluedon has been manufacturing the same products before the patent application day, and its
manufacturing is confined to the previous scope, therefore it has First Use Rights. The court held that Bluedon Beijing
and Bluedon Chuangzhan may raise First Use Defense. Yingtelai appealed. Beijing High People’s Court affirmed.
Yingtelai petitioned for a retrial in the SPC but was rejected by the SPC.
11

Li Xiaole Yu Guojia Zhishi Chanquan Ju Zhuanli Fushen Weiyuan Hui, Guo Wei, Shenyang Tianzheng
Shubiandian Shebei Zhizao Youxian Zeren Gongsi Faming Zhuanli Quan Wuxiao Xingzheng Jiufen An (ƤƓ9'
ãĎȏʂJƣĝ(óċýÑbʿcǊ˒øƽʧ¿ȂɿòʷƜ˘ʑ[Æ¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴ
ƴ) [Li Xiaole v. Patent Re-examination Board of the State Intellectual Property Office of the P.R.C. (“SIPO”), Guo
Wei, and Shenyang Tianzheng Electrical Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd.], IP ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 17
(Sup. People’s Ct. 2014). Guo Wei and Shenyang Tianzheng Electrical Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
(hereinafter “Shenyang Tianzheng”) are the right holders of the patent at issue, Invention Patent No. 03123304.X.
Among the 12 claims of right, Claim 1 disclosed a Reflective Sagnac Interferometer All-fiber Current Transformer.
One of its characteristics is that it consists of at least a photoelectric unit and a fiber optic current sensor unit, but it
did not mention reflective coatings; while Claim 10, which is the subordinate claim of right of Claim 1, further limited
that the fiber optic current sensor unit consist of at least a waveplate, an induction fiber coil, and the reflective coating
plated on the end surface of the induction fiber coil. Li Xiaole brought a petition to the Patent Re-examination Board
of SIPO (hereinafter “the Board”), claiming that the patent should be invalidated for lack of originality and creativity.
The Board rejected the application and affirmed the validity of the patent, finding that the all-fiber is a structure in the
fiber optic current sensor unit that uses the reflective coating plated on the end surface of the induction fiber coil as a
reflector. Thus, Li brought an administrative litigation challenging the Board decision. Beijing No. 1 Intermediate
People’s Court affirmed. On appeal, Beijing High People’s Court found that Claim 1 does not mention using the
reflective coating plated on the end surface of the induction fiber coil as a reflector, concluding that Claim 1 does not
include this character, and the structure at issue uses a reflector other than a mirror. The court affirmed the lower
court’s decision. On petition, the SPC decided to review this case, vacated the prior judgments and the Board decision,
and remanded the case to the Board.
12
Liaoning Bore Wangluo Keji Youxian Gongsi Yu Guojia Zhishi Chanquan Ju Zhuanli Fushen Weiyuan Hui,
Zhongguo Huipu Youxian Gongsi Faming Zhuanli Quan Wuxiao Xingzheng Jiufen An (ʩąɑɘɁȺȝŚƜ˘
Æ'ãĎȏʂJƣĝ(óċýÑb/ãōƔƜ˘Æ¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴƴ) [Liaoning Prajna
Network Technology Co., Ltd. v. Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO, China Hewlett-Packard Co., Ltd.], IP
ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 17 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2013). Liaoning Prajna Network Technology Co., Ltd.
(hereinafter “Prajna”) is the owner of the patent at issue, “Fault-Tolerant Array Server.” Claim 1, feature b of the
patent reads, “keyboard, mouse, monitor, NIC and power supply connect through integrated plug and integrated
outlet.” The patent specification includes the following: the purpose of the invention is to provide an array server,
which can complete the connection of keyboard, mouse, monitor, NIC and power supply at a single plug or unplug,
whose motherboard can be plugged or unplugged with power on, and whose backboard can accommodate multiple
servers. China Hewlett-Packard Co., Ltd. filed a petition in the Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO (hereinafter
“the Board”) to invalidate the patent for lack of creativity. The Board invalidated the patent. Prajna therefore filed
an administrative lawsuit in Beijing No. 1 Intermediate People’s Court, which affirmed the Board’s decision. On
appeal, Beijing High People’s Court affirmed the lower court’s decisions again. Prajna petitioned for a retrial at the
SPC, claiming that Claim 1, feature b limited the method and contents of the connection between server and the case.
The Board decision was incorrect to interpret Claim 1, feature b as “keyboard, mouse, monitor … connect to the power
supply,” which was inconsistent with the language. The SPC granted a retrial, vacated prior board decision and lower
courts’ judgments, and remanded to the board.
13

Guojia Zhishi Chanquan Ju Zhuanli Fushen Weiyuan Hui, Beijing Jialin Yaoye Gufen Youxian Gongsi Yu
Woni’er Langbo Youxian Zeren Gongsi, Zhang Chu Faming Zhuanli Quan Wuxiao Xingzheng Jiufen An (ãĎȏʂ
Jƣĝ(óċýÑb¥LÚƪɜ,ɋ\Ɯ˘Æ'ǉěę·ƝeƜ˘ʑ[ÆĹƹ¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦ
źȰȴƴ) [Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO and Beijing Jialin Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. v. Warner-Lambert
Company LLC and Zhang Chu], IP ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 8 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2014). Warner-Lambert
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Company LLC (hereinafter “Warner-Lambert”) is the owner of the patent at issue. Claim 1 of the patent defines the
subject as Type I Crystalline Atorvastatin Hydrate with 1-8 moles of water. Beijing Jialin Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
(hereinafter “Jialin”) and Zhang Chu filed a petition, respectively, in the Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO
(hereinafter “the Board”) to invalidate the patent. The Board invalidated the patent for violation of Article 26, Clause
3 of the Patent Law of the PRC. The Board found that (1) the Patent specification failed to provide anything to prove
that the Type I Crystalline Atorvastatin Hydrate contains 1-8 moles of water; therefore, people skilled in this field
cannot identify the protected product based on the contents disclosed in the Patent specification; (2) people skilled in
this field cannot know from the Patent specification of how to manufacture Type I Crystalline Atorvastatin Hydrate
with 1-8 moles of water. Warner-Lambert brought an administrative lawsuit. Beijing No. 1 Intermediate People’s
Court affirmed the Board’s decision. Warner-Lambert appealed. Beijing High People’s Court reversed, finding that
the focus of the patent is to obtain Type I Crystalline Atorvastatin Hydrate and to overcome the difficulty of filtration
and drying amorphous atorvastatin in mass production, therefore the Board failed to evaluate the patent as a whole.
The Board and Jialin petitioned the SPC for a retrial. The SPC granted the petition, vacated the appellate decision,
and restored the judgment of the court in the first instance.
14

Id.

15

Id.

16

Zhu Funai, Zhai Youhua, Ma Guonai Yu Guojia Zhishi Chanquan Ju Zhuanli Fushen Weiyuan Hui ji Henan
Quanxin Yetai Qidong Shebei Youxian Gongsi Faming Zhuanli Quan Wuxiao Xingzheng Jiufen An (ƢȚúɄi
«˰ãú'ãĎȏʂJƣĝ(óċýÑb¹ǋ®~ƂǟŇʜ¡ɿòƜ˘Æ¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴ
ƴ) [Zhu Funai, Zhai Yohua, and Ma Guonai v. Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO and Henan Quanxin Yetai
Qidong Shebei Co., Ltd.], IP ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 32 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2014). Zhu Funai, Zhai Youhua
and Ma Guonai are the right holders of the patent at issue. Claim 1 of the patent seeks to protect a brushless selfcontrolled motor soft starter, which features an elastic resistance device set between the movable electrode and the
static electrode to prevent the movable electrode from moving to the static electrode, and an exhaust valve and a safety
valve are set on the electrolyte storage vessel. Claim 3 further limited Claim 1 or 2 by specifying that the elastic
resistance device is a spring attached to the movable electrode and the inner annular wall of an annular cavity. Claim
5 further limited Claim 3 by specifying that the exhaust valve is a centrifugal exhaust valve, set on the end surface
close to the axis. Henan Quanxin Liquid Starting Equipment Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Henan Quanxin”) filed a petition
in the Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO (hereinafter “the Board”) to invalidate the patent, alleging that the claims
of right were not supported by the patent specification. The Board found that the patent specification did not provide
that there was anything between the movable and static electrolytes, therefore, Claim 1 was not supported by the patent
specification. Furthermore, Claim 2-5 directly or indirectly subordinates Claim 1; their contents would not overcome
the flaw of Claim 1. The Board invalidated that patent in its whole. The right holders filed an administrative lawsuit
in Beijing No. 1 Intermediate People’s Court. The court found that the patent specification provided that “there is an
elastic resistance device between the movable and static electrolytes, which prevents the movable electrolyte from
moving to the static electrode” and elaborated on the purpose of the elastic resistance device; the images in the patent
specification also showed the existence of the elastic resistance device. The court vacated the Board’s decision and
remanded it to the Board. Both the Board and Henan Quanxin appealed. Beijing High People’s Court ruled that
technical staff skilled in this field cannot come to the technological proposal in the claims of right by reading the
patent specification, therefore vacated the lower court’s judgment and restored the Board’s decision. The SPC granted
the right holders’ petition for a retrial, vacated both judgments and remanded to the Board.
17

Guangdong Tianpu Shenghua Yiyao Gufen Youxian Gongsi Yu Guojia Zhishi Chanquan Ju Zhuanli Fushen
Weiyuan Hui, Zhang Liang Faming Zhuanli Quan Wuxiao Xingzheng Jiufen An (į-øƔǽ¤§ɜɋ\Ɯ˘Æ
'ãĎȏʂJƣĝ(óċýÑbĹM¼Ƌ(ƣƅŻɦźȰȴƴ) [Guangdong Techpool Bio-Pharma Co.,
Ltd. v. Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO and Zhang Liang], IP ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 261 (Sup. People’s
Ct. 2015). Techpool Bio-pharma Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Techpool”) is the right holder of the patent at issue. Among
the 8 claims of right, Claim 1 and Claim 8 are claims of right to products, while Claim 2-7 are claims of right to the
method of manufacturing the product in Claim 1. Zhang Liang brought a petition to the Patent Re-examination Board
of SIPO (hereinafter “the Board”) to invalidate the patent for lack of originality and creativity. The Board announced
Claim 1 and Claim 8 invalid; Claim 2-7 remain valid. Techpool brought an administrative lawsuit to challenge the
Board’s decision but lost on both the first trial and on appeal. Techpool petitioned for a retrial, alleging that one
skilled in this field needs creative efforts to obtain the product in Claim 1. The SPC denied its petition.
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18

Ningbo Guangtian Saikesi Yeya Youxian Gongsi Yu Shao Wenjun Qinhai Shangbiao Quan Jiufen An (ąǍ
įøʛ|ňǟµƜ˘Æ'ʽžočØƭƣȰȴƴ) [Ningbo Guangtian Saikesi Hydraulic Co., Ltd. v. Shao
Wenjun], CIVIL RETRIAL NO. 168 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2014). Shao Wenjun was a governmental official in Ningbo
Administration Bureau for Industry & Commerce, Jiangbei Branch. Three years after his resignation from the Bureau,
Shao Wenjun successfully registered the trademark “ʛ|ň SAIKESI.” He then brought a lawsuit against Guangtian
Saikesi Hydraulic Co., Ltd. (hereinafter Guangtian Saikesi) for using the same words in their products. Ningbo
Intermediate People’s Court ruled that Guangtian Saikesi has prior right to use, that Guangtian Saikesi does not have
the bad faith to take advantage of the reputation of the trademark, and that it would not cause confusion to the public
about the source of the products; therefore, there is no infringement on the trademark. Shao Wenjun appealed.
Zhejiang High People’s Court held that registered trademarks are protected by law; Guangtian Saikesi used a similar
symbol as a trademark and would cause confusion. The court also held that since the trademark at issue was not in
use, Guangtian Saikesi did not have bad faith in using the symbol; therefore, the damages are limited to reasonable
costs. Guangtian Saikesi petitioned for a retrial. The SPC granted the petition, vacated the judgment on appeal, and
restored the decision of Ningbo Intermediate People’s Court.
19

Pujiang Yahuan Suoye Youxian Gongsi Yu Laisi Fangdao Chanpin Guoji Youxian Gongsi Qinhai Shangbiao
Quan Jiufen An (ǘǇGǸˊ,Ɯ˘Æ'ɝƁˑȇJÓã˕Ɯ˘ÆočØƭƣȰȴƴ) [Pujiang Yahuan
Locks Co., Ltd. v. Focker Security Products International Limited], CIVIL RETRIAL NO. 38 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2014).
Xu Ronghao registered the trademark “PRETUL and elliptical graphics” and transferred it to Focker Security Products
International Limited (hereinafter “Focker”). Zhejiang Pujiang Yahuan Locks Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Yahuan”)
contracted with a Mexico company Truper Herramientas S. A. De C. V. (hereinafter “Truper”) to supply padlocks.
Ningbo Customs twice seized the allegedly infringing padlocks with the trademark “PRETUL” on the lock body, keys,
and patent specifications, which were to be exported to Mexico. On the boxes, words “Importer: Truper Ltd.” and
“Made in China” are written in Spanish, but there is no mention of Yahuan. Truper owns the trademark “PRETUL”
or “PRETUL and elliptical graphics” in Mexico and multiple other countries and regions. Truper issued a statement
alleging that all the padlocks with “PRETUL” trademark manufactured by Yahuan were authorized by Truper and
were to be exported to Mexico. Focker filed a lawsuit for infringement on its trademark. Ningbo Intermediate
People’s Court ruled that the law of PRC does not protect trademarks registered in Mexico, and found that the symbol
“PRETUL” was different from the trademark at issue and there was no infringement; however, “PRETUL and
elliptical graphics” infringed upon Focker’s rights. Both Focker and Yahuan appealed. Zhejiang High People’s Court
found that the use of “PRETUL” also infringed on Focker’s rights. Yahuan petitioned for a retrial. The SPC granted
the petition, vacated lower courts’ judgments, and denied Focker’s claims.
20
Naike Guoji Youxian Gongsi Yu Guojia Gongshang Xingzheng Guanli Zongju Shangbiao Pingshen
Weiyuan Hui Shangbiao Bohui Fushen Xingzheng Jiufen An (ɉ|ã˕Ɯ˘Æ'ãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁ
ċýÑbØƭ˲ÝóċɦźȰȴƴ) [Nike International Ltd. v. Trademark Review and Adjudication Board of State
Administration Bureau for Industry & Commerce], IP ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 80 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015).
Nike International Ltd. (hereinafter “Nike”) applied to register a trademark with the word “JORDAN.” The
Trademark Office of the State Administration Bureau for Industry & Commerce of the People’s Republic of China
(the “Trademark Office”), Trademark Review and Adjudication Board (the “Trademark Review Board”) denied the
application, finding that Jordan can be interpreted as the name of a country and that it violated Article 28 of the
Trademark Law of the PRC. Nike brought an administrative litigation, but lost on both the first instance and on appeal.
Its petition for a retrial was also denied by the SPC.
21
Juhua Jituan Gongsi Yu Guojia Gongshang Xingzheng Guanli Zongju Shangbiao Pingshen Weiyuan Hui,
Hu Jinyun Shangbiao Yiyi Fushen Xingzheng Jiufen An (Ĥ¤˞jÆ'ãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁċýÑ
bɍˆDØƭĶɹóċɦźȰȴƴ) [Juhua Group Corp. v. Trademark Review and Adjudication Board of State
Administration Bureau for Industry & Commerce and Hu Jinyun], IP ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 112 (Sup. People’s
Ct. 2014). Juhua Group Corp. (hereinafter “Juhua”) registered the trademark “Ĥ¤ǰ JH” (the cited trademark) on
Type 1 commodities, which includes liquid chlorine, calcium carbide, methanol, caustic soda etc. Hu Yunjin applied
to register the trademark “Ĥ¤” (the disputed trademark) on Type 11 commodities, which include lamps, lampshades,
lights for cars, gas water heater etc. Juhua disputed the registration in the statutory period for objection, but the
Trademark Office approved the registration of the disputed trademark. Juhua applied for a re-examination by the
Trademark Review Board. The Trademark Review Board found that there was not sufficient evidence qualifying the
cited trademark as a well-known trademark; furthermore, even if it was, the difference between Type 1 and Type 11
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commodities was so obvious that it would not cause confusion among the consumers. The Trademark Review Board
affirmed its prior decision. Juhua brought an administrative litigation, but lost on both the first instance and on appeal.
Juhua petitioned for a retrial, alleging that both the lower courts and the Trademark Board failed to examine whether
the cited trademark qualified as a well-known trademark. The SPC denied its petition.
22

Beijing Fuliansheng Xieye Youxian Gongsi Yu Guojia Gongshang Xingzheng Guanli Zongju Shangbiao
Pingshen Weiyuan Hui, Beijing Neiliansheng Xieye Youxian Gongsi Shangbiao Yiyi Fushen Xingzheng Jiufen An (
¥LȚɊ©ˤ,Ɯ˘Æ'ãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁċýÑb¥LɊ©ˤ,Ɯ˘ÆØƭĶɹó
ċ ɦ ź Ȱ ȴ ƴ ) [Beijing Fuliansheng Shoes Co., Ltd. v. Trademark Review and Adjudication Board of State
Administration Bureau for Industry & Commerce and Beijing Neiliansheng Shoes Co., Ltd.], IP ADMINISTRATIVE
RETRIAL NO. 116 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Beijing Neiliansheng Shoes Co. Ltd. (hereinafter “Neiliansheng”) is the
right holder of the trademark “Ɋ©” (the cited trademark), registered in “shoes” among Type 25 commodities.
Beijing Fuliansheng Shoes Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Fuliansheng”) applied to register the trademark “ Ț Ɋ ©
FULIANSHENG and image” (the disputed trademark) on “clothes, underwear, shoes” among Type 25 commodities.
Despite the objection from Neiliansheng within the statutory period, the Trademark Office approved its registration.
Neiliansheng applied for the Trademark Review Board review. The Trademark Review Board denied the registration
of the disputed trademark on review. Fuliansheng brought an administrative litigation. Beijing No. 1 Intermediate
People’s Court found that the co-existence of the cited and disputed trademark would not cause confusion to the
public, therefore vacated the Trademark Review Board decision and remanded to the Trademark Review Board. Both
the Trademark Review Board and Neiliansheng appealed. Beijing High People’s Court found that the existing
reputation of the cited trademark would make the co-existence of the two trademarks on similar commodities
confusing. The public might think that the commodities came from the same provider, or that their providers were
connected. The court vacated the lower court’s judgment and affirmed the Trademark Review Board decision on
review. The SPC denied Fuliansheng’s petition for a retrial.
23

Teduowa Gongsi Yu Beijing Gui Boshi Qiche Qingxi Liansuo Youxian Gongsi ji Guojia Gongshang
Xingzheng Guanli Zongju Shangbiao Pingshen Weiyuan Hui, Beijing Banlong Maoyi Zhongxin Shangbiao Yiyi
Fushen Xingzheng Jiufen An (ǲõǼÆ'¥L˷¯ðǈʠǣǒʱˊƜ˘Æ¹ãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭ
ʁċýÑb¥Lª˜ʕƌ/ńØƭĶɹóċɦźȰȴƴ) [Turtlewax Inc. v. Beijing Turtle Doctor Carwash
Chain Co., Ltd., Trademark Review and Adjudication Board of State Administration Bureau for Industry & Commerce
and Beijing Banlong Trade Center], IP ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 3 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Turtlewax Inc.
(hereinafter “Turtlewax”) registered the trademark “˷¯ð” in Type 3 commodities “car polishing wax, cleaning
liquid” (the cited trademark). Changsha Earth Company applied to register the trademark “˷¯ð” on “vehicle
lubricants, vehicle maintenance” (the disputed trademark) and later transferred to Beijing Turtle Doctor Carwash
Chain Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Turtle Doctor”). Despite objections from Turtlewax and Beijing Banlong Trade Center
(hereinafter “Banlong”) within the statutory period, the Trademark Office approved the registration. Turtlewax and
Banlong applied for a check by the Trademark Review Board. The Trademark Review Board invalidated the disputed
trademark on review. Turtle Doctor filed an administrative lawsuit. Beijing No. 1 Intermediate People’s Court found
that the disputed trademark violated Article 28 of the Trademark Law of the PRC, but did not violate Article 15. Both
Turtle Doctor and Turtlewax appealed. Beijing High People’s Court found that Article 15 was not applicable in this
case; considering the reputation that the disputed trademark has, and that the cited trademark and the disputed
trademark have established their respective market, they are not similar trademarks. The court vacated the decision
in the first instance and remanded to the Trademark Review Board. Turtlewax petitioned for a retrial. The SPC
granted the petition, vacated the judgment on appeal, and affirmed the decision in the first instance with clarification
on matters of law.
24
Guizhou Laishijia Jiuye Youxian Zeren Gongsi Yu Guojia Gongshang Xingzheng Guanli Zongju Shangbiao
Pingshen Weiyuanhui, Zhongguo Guizhou Maotai Jiuchang (Jituan) Youxian Zeren Gongsi Shangbiao Yiyi Pingshen
Xingzheng Jiufen An (ʔĢʚ*Ďˀ,Ɯ˘ʑ[Æ'ãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁċýÑb/ãʔĢɛ
Ãˀ³(˞ß)Ɯ˘ʑ[Æ) [Guizhou Laishi Alcohol Co., Ltd. v. Trademark Review and Adjudication Board of
State of Administration for Industry & Commerce and China Guizhou Maotai Distillery (Group) Co., Ltd.], IP
ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 115 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Defendant Guizhou Maotai obtained the registered
trademark “ʚɛ” in 1996. However, in 2005, the trademark “ʚɛ” was repealed because it had not been used for
three years. Thereafter, Guizhou Laishijia started using the trademark “ʚɛ”. In 2006, Guizhou Maotai filed to
register the label “ʚɛ” again, but Guizhou Laishijia initiated a trademark invalidation proceeding against Guiboshi
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in the Trademark Review Board, which was denied. Guizhou Laishijia then appealed this decision to Beijing First
Intermediate People’s Court, in which the trial court upheld the Trademark Review Board’s decision. Guizhou
Laishijia then appealed to the Beijing High People’s Court. Denied review at the appeal court, Guizhou Laishijia
moved for re-trial by the SPC. The SPC denied the motion and further held that due to this special historical
background, Guizhou Maotai still has exclusive right to use the label “ʚɛ” even if the registration of such trademark
was repealed. The use of Guizhou Laishijia before Guizhou Maotai filed the registration in 2006 actually infringed
the exclusive rights of Guizhou Maotai on the label “ʚɛ”.
25
Ningbo Shi Qinghua Qiye Youxian Gongsi Yu Guojia Gongshang Xingzheng Guanli Zongju Shangbiao
Pingshen Weiyuanhui, Shanghai Shi Fangda (Beijing) Lvshi Shiwusuo Shangbiao Chexiao Fushen Xingzheng Jiufen
An (ąǍħˡ«ǧ,Ɯ˘Æ'ãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁċýÑb$ǚħƃʪ(¥L)ŁĪA ŕØƭ
ųˉóċɦźȰȴƴ) [Ningbo Qinghua Paint Co., Ltd. v. the Trademark Review and Adjudication Board of State of
Administration for Industry & Commerce and Shanghai Fangda (Beijing) Law Firm], IP ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL
NO. 255 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Qinghua owns the trademark “B ¹ä”. In 2010, Fangda Law Firm initiated a
trademark repeal proceeding in the Trademark Office on the ground that Qinghua has not used the trademark
continuously for three years, but it was denied. Fangda Law Firm appealed to the Trademark Board, and the
Trademark Board found for Fangda Law Firm. Qinghua then filed a lawsuit against the TRBA’s decision to Beijing
Intellectual Property Court. The trial court found for Qinghua. The Trademark Board then appealed to Beijing High
People’s Court, and the decision of the trial court was reversed. Qinghua then moved for retrial by the SPC, which
was denied. The SPC held that the term “use,” under the principle of registered trademark that has not been used for
three years, should be limited to the products under its registered scope. The SPC further noted that even though
Qinghua provided enough evidence to prove that the reviewing trademark was in use, such use was not for the products
within the Second Category, the scope that the trademark was registered for, and therefore, the reviewing trademark
should be repealed.
26
Cheng Chao Yu Tongyong Mofang Shiping Yazhou Youxian Gongsi, Guojia Gongshang Xingzheng Guanli
Zongju Shangbiao Pingshen Weiyuanhui Shangbiao Chexiao Xingzheng Jiufen An (Œʝ'ȖéˮÓGǓƜ˘Æ
ãĎģØɦźȬǺŊĝØƭʁċýÑbØƭųˉɦźȰȴƴ) [Cheng Chao v. Tongyong Mill Food Asia Co.,
Ltd. and Trademark Review and Adjudication Board of State of Administration for Industry & Commerce], IP
ADMINISTRATIVE RETRIAL NO. 181 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Third party Zhongshan Shi Bainiao Guichao Hotpot
Restaurant registered the trademark “ǤSȑù” in 2000. Then the trademark “ǤSȑù” was transferred to the
plaintiff Chen Chao on August 13, 2009. On August 21, 2009, the defendant Tongyong Mofang initiated a trademark
repeal proceeding in the Trademark Office on the ground of the trademark had not been used continuously for three
years, and it was granted. Cheng Chao appealed this decision to the Trademark Review Board, and it affirmed the
Trademark Office’s decision. Cheng Chao then filed a lawsuit against Tongyong Mofang and the Trademark Review
Board ng Mofang then appealed to Beijing High People’s Court, and the appeal court reversed the trial court’s
decision. Cheng Chao then moved retrial by the SPC, which the SPC denied. The SPC held that it is not the “use of
a trademark” under the trademark law if there is no actual use, such as merely executing a trademark transfer,
permitting to use the trademark, publishing trademark information, or making statement regarding the exclusive right
to the trademark. If there is only symbolical use of the disputed trademark for sustaining purpose, it does not constitute
the actual “use of a trademark.” The SPC further noted that the evidence provided by Cheng Chao showed that only
symbolical use existed and Cheng Chao did not have intention of actual use.
27
Ma Qi Yu Leshan Shi Wenhua Guangbo Yingshi Xinwen Chubanju, Tang Changshou Zhuzuoquan Quanshu,
Qinhai Zhuzuoquan Jiufen An (˰ǻ'9Ġħž¤įŴĽɰƂːǯĝÕˌĖɠkƣƣğočɠkƣȰȴ
ƴ) [Ma Qi v. The Radio and Television Press and Publication Bureau of Leshan City and Tang Changshou], CIVIL
RETRIAL NO. 1665 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Ma Qi engaged into an archaeological relic census in Leshan City, and
Ma Qi prepared various tabular forms regarding the archaeological relic census in Leshan City (Tabular Forms). Then
Ma Qi submitted the Tabular Forms to the Culture Bureau of Leshan City, and then the Tabular Forms were submitted
to the Archaeological Relic Census Office of Sichuan Province. In 2008, in order to organize and summarize the
results of the archaeological relic census, the State Archaeological Relic Bureau edited and the Archaeological Relic
Press Bureau published <Atlas of Chinese Archaeological Relic>. The <Atlas of Chinese Archaeological Relic:
Sichuan Fascicule> includes the Tabular Forms. Thus, Ma Qi brought a copyright infringement lawsuit to Sichuan
Leshan City Intermediate People’s Court, but it was denied. Ma Qi then appealed to the Sichuan High People’s Court,
and the appeals court affirmed the trial court’s decision. Ma Qi then moved for retrial by the SPC, and the SPC
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affirmed the appeals court’s decision. The SPC held that the originality shall be reflected in the expression rather in
ideas or opinions, and the originality of expression shall be completed by author independently and be different from
the previous expression. The SPC further noted that even though the Tabular Forms was a creative work by Ma Qi,
the contents of Tabular Forms are expressed in a relatively fixed way, and therefore, there is no originality contained.
28

Beijing Jinse Licheng Wenhua Yisu Youxian Gongsi Yu Shanghai Jinxin Yingshi Fazhan Youxian Gongsi,
Li Xiaojun, Li Xiuwen Qinhai Zhuzuoquan Jiufen An (¥Lˆɒ˃Ȣž¤ɓơƜ˘Æ'$ǚƒˇĽɰ¼ĞƜ
˘ÆƤƓƤžțočɠkƣȰȴƴ) [Beijing Jinse Licheng Culture Art Co., Ltd. v. Shanghai Jinxin Film
Development Co., Ltd, Li Xiaojun, and Li Wenxiu], CIVIL RETRIAL NO. 131 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). In 2006, Jinse
Licheng and Jinxi entered a Joint Production Agreement. The agreement states that parties shall produce a TV drama
named “øŌ” jointly, the parties are the co-owners of such TV drama, and without the consent of the other party, any
party shall not transfer or pledge any property, asset, and intellectual property on such TV drama. In 2007, Jinse
Licheng pledged the right to use the TV drama “øŌ” to a third party Zhongtian Co., Ltd. Later, Jinse Licheng
transferred Zhongtian Co., Ltd. the copyright, the right to use, publication of the TV drama “øŌ” and the original
digital tape (including production license and publication license). Jinxin then brought a copyright infringement suit
against Jinse Licheng to Jiangsu Wuxi Intermediate People’s Court, and the trial court found for Jinxin. Jinse Licheng
appealed to Jiangsu High People’s Court, which affirmed the trial court’s decision. Jinse Licheng then moved for
retrial by the SPC, which was denied. The SPC held that transfer and pledge are material actions to a copyright, and
Jinse Licheng conducted above actions without Jinxin’s consent, which has violated the copyright law and the Joint
Production Agreement between the parties. In addition, Jinse Licheng’s actions caused Jinxin to lose its rights on the
TV drama “øŌ”, constituting a copyright infringement to Jinxin.
29

Xinfa Yaoye Youxian Gongsi Yu Yifan Xinfu Yaoye Gufen Youxian Gongsi, Jiang Hongmei, Ma Jifeng
Qinhai Shangye Mimi Jiufen An (Ƃ¼ɜ,Ɯ˘Æ'OĩˇĒɜ,ɋ\Ɯ˘ÆþȱƵ˰ÈˋočØ,
ȞđȰȴƴ) [Xinfa Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. v. Yifan Xinfu Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.], CIVIL RETRIAL NO. 2035 (Sup.
People’s Ct. 2015). Xinfu is a corporation whose principle business is producing D-Pantothenic Acid and claimed the
ownership of a trade secret with respect to the production method of D-Pantothenic Acid (Xinfu Trade Secret). In the
first trial and the appeal trial, the courts made decisions based on the scope of Xinfu Trade Secret provided by Xinfu
itself. Both trial court and appellate court found for Xinfu. Xinfa, the defendant, then moved for retrial by the SPC,
but it was denied. The SPC held that in a trade secret disputing case, the plaintiff must identify scope of the disputing
trade secret first, which is different from any other intellectual property cases. In addition, the court shall make
decision based on the scope identified by the plaintiff.
30
Shijiazhuang Shuanghuan Qiche Gufen Youxian Gongsi Yu Bentian Jiyan Gongye Zhushihuishe Queren Bu
Qinhai Zhuanliquan, Sunhai Peichang Jiufen An (ȐĎİºǸǈʠɋ\Ɯ˘Æ'ƠǿŚȒģ,Ưķbȗȕɷ&
oč(ƣũčʙxȰȴƴ) [Shijiazhuang Shuanghuan Automobile Co., Ltd. v. Honda Motors Co., Ltd.], THIRD
CIVIL COURT FINAL NO. 7 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2014). Honda owns the design “ǈʠ” (Honda Design). Since 2003,
Honda sent warnings to Shuanghuan repeatedly on the ground of Shuanghuan manufacture and sell the automobile
“LAIBAO S- RV” which infringed upon Honda Design. Further, in November 2003, Honda brought a lawsuit against
Shuanghuan to Beijing High People’s Court. On October 16, 2003, Shuanghuan brought a lawsuit against Honda to
Hebei Shijiazhuang Intermediate People’s Court, seeking a declaration by the court that the manufacture and sale of
“LAIBAO S-RV” does not infringe Honda Design (Declaration Suit). In the meantime, Shuanghuan initiated a design
patent invalid proceeding to the Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO (hereinafter “the Board”), which was granted.
Honda then appealed this decision to Beijing First Intermediate People’s Court and Beijing High People’s Court. Both
courts affirmed the decision of the Board. Honda then moved for retrial by the SPC, and SPC remanded the decision
with respect to the invalid of Honda Design. In addition, the SPC indicated that the Declaration Suit shall be moved
to Hebei High People’s Court. During the trial, Shuanghuan argued that due to various warnings provided by Honda,
Shuanghuan ceased manufacturing, postponed marketing, and improved designs of “LAIBAO S-RV,” which cost the
losses on the amount of RMB365,740,000. However, on February 19, 2014, Hebei High People’s Court found that
Shuanghuan does not infringe Honda Design and Honda shall compensate Shuanghuan RMB50,000,000. Both parties
appealed the decision to the SPC. The SPC affirmed that Shuanghuan does not infringe Honda Design, and further
reversed the compensation amount to RMB160,000,000. The SPC held that issuing infringement warnings is a basic
right of a patent holder, and the laws do not prohibit issuing such warnings because it could reduce costs, enhance
efficiency, and save judicial resources. Ceasing manufacturing, postponing marketing, and improving designs after
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receiving infringement warnings are those decisions made under ordinary business risk, and Shuanghuan shall bear
such risks by themselves.
31

Id.

32
Guangzhou Xinghewan Shiye Fazhan Youxian Gongsi, Guangzhou Hongfu Fangdichan Youxian Gongsi Yu
Jiangsu Weifu Jituan Jianshe Kaifa Youxian Gongsi Qinhai Shangbiaoquan ji Buzhengdang Jingzhen Jiufen An (į
ĢƍǋǤĊ,¼ĞƜ˘ÆįĢćĒŔæJƜ˘Æ'Ǉɗǩʘ˞ßĴɿĵ¼Ɯ˘ÆočØƭƣ¹&
ƽĺȦ@Ȱȴƴ) [Guangzhou Xinghewan Development Co., Ltd, Guangzhou Hongfu Real Estate Co., Ltd. v. Su
Weibing Group Construction Development Co., Ltd.], CIVIL RETRIAL NO. 102 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2013). Hongfu
registered an image trademark “ƍǋǤ”, and later such trademark was transferred to Xinghewan. Hongfu retained
the right to use the trademark and was entitled to bring trademark infringement lawsuit. Hongfu and its affiliated
companies invested various estate programs under the name of “ƍǋǤ” in Guangzhou, Beijing, and Shanghai. Since
2000, Jiangsu Weifu invested various estate program in Nantong City named “ƍǋǤɖà”. Xinghewan and Hongfu
then brought a lawsuit against Jiangsu Weifu claiming trademark infringement and unfair competition because the
name of its estate program contained the term “ƍǋǤ”. The trial court, Jiangsu Nantong Intermediate People’s
Court, found for Jiangsu Weifu and denied both claims. On the appeal, the appeal court, Jiangsu High People’s Court,
affirmed the trial court’s decision. The plaintiffs, Xinghewan and Hongfu, then moved for retrial by the SPC. The
SPC reversed decisions of the trial court and the appeal court, and further granted claim of trademark infringement,
but it denied the claim of unfair competition. The SPC held that Suzhou Weifu started using the name “ƍǋǤ” since
2000, which was prior to the use by the plaintiffs, the prior use did not constitute unauthorized “use” of the name of
other’s entity as long as it was in good faith, and therefore, the claim of unfair competition is not supported.
33

Shandong Denghai Xianfeng Zhongye Youxian Gongsi Yu Shanxi Nongfeng Zhongye Youxian Zeren
Gongsi, Shanxi Dafeng Zhongye Youxian Gongsi Qinhai Zhiwu Xinpingzhong Jiufen An (Ġ-Ȅǚ{ˋȜ,Ɯ˘
Æ'˙ɫ0Ȝ,Ɯ˘ʑ[ÆĠɫ÷0Ȝ,Ɯ˘ÆočƸǱƂÓȜƣȰȴƴ) [Shandong Denghai
Xianfeng Seed Industry Co., Ltd. v. Shanxi Nongfeng Seed Industry Co. Ltd. and Shanxi Dafeng Seed Industry Co.,
Ltd.], CIVIL RETRIAL NO. 2633 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Xianfeng International Seed Co., Ltd. (“Xianfeng”) is the
right holder of a corn seed “{Ƿ 335” (“Xianyu 335”), and Denghai was granted the right to bring new varieties of
plant infringement lawsuit. The disputing product was another corn seed “÷0 30” (“Dafeng 30”), which was
produced and marketed by the defendants, Nongfeng and Dafeng. Plaintiff, Xianfeng, argued that according to a DNA
test, two types of corn seeds, “Xianyu 335” and “Dafeng 30,” are similar. However, the defendants submitted the
DUS Report issued by Ministry of Agriculture, pursuant to which the corn seed “Dafeng 30” obtains particularity,
conformity and stability, and therefore, those two types are not similar. The trial court, Shanxi Xi’an Intermediate
People’s Court, found for the defendant. The plaintiff, Xianfeng, then appealed to Shanxi High People’s Court, which
affirmed the trial court’s decision. The plaintiff then moved for retrial by the SPC, which was later denied.
34
Angbao Dianzi (Shanghai) Youxian Gongsi Yu Nanjing Zhipu Xinlian Dianzi Keji Youxian Gongsi,
Shenzhen Sailing Maoyi Youxian Gongsi, Shenzhenshi Xinkunjia Keji Youxian Gongsi Qinhai Jicheng Dianlu Butu
Sheji Zhuanyouquan Jiufen An (Ɗĉ$ǚƜ˘Æ'®LƗǘɕɊȝŚƜ˘ÆǡçʛǨʕƌƜ˘
ÆǡçħƶêÚȝŚƜ˘Æoč˞ŒȂʞĨäɿɶ(ƜƣȰȴƴ) [Angbao Electronics (Shanghai) Co.,
Ltd. v. Nanjing Zhipu Xinlian Electronic Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Sailing Trading Co., Ltd. and Shenzhen
Zikunjia Technology Co., Ltd.], CIVIL RETRIAL NO. 785 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). The plaintiff, Angbao, owns a
registered layout design of integrated circuits named “OB2535/6/8,” which had been used for commercial purpose
before the registration. For the registration, Angbao submitted and disclosed the sample and drawings of the integrated
circuits. The submitted drawings consist only two portions, “Metal-1” and “Metal-2.” Angbao brought a lawsuit
against Nanjing Xinlian and Shenzhen Sailing on the grounds of unauthorized copy and commercial use of the
integrated circuits, and against Shenzhen Zikunjia on the grounds of unauthorized commercial use of the integrated
circuits. The trial court, Nanjing Intermediate People’s Court, and the appellate court, Jiangsu High People’s Court,
both rejected the claims. Angbao then moved for retrial by the SPC, which was later denied. The SPC held that the
right holder should submit the duplicated copy and drawings of the integrated circuits for registration purposes,
whether or not such integrated circuits were commercially used prior to the registration. In addition, after the
integrated circuits were registered, the public shall be entitled to access the submitted duplicated copy and the
drawings, and therefore, the court may not deny the essentiality of the duplicated copy and the drawings. It is unfair
if the court determines the protection scope of the registered integrated circuits on the basis of samples. The SPC
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further pointed out that the sample and drawings disclosed by Angbao may not identify its integrate circuit precisely,
and therefore, the protection scope shall be limited to what Angbao submitted at the registration.
35

Dandong Kelong Jituan Youxian Zeren Gongsi Y u Jiangxi Huadian Dianli Youxian Zeren Gongsi Queren
Buqinhai Shangye Mimi Jiufen An (1-|˜˞ßƜ˘ʑ[Æ'Ǉɫ«ȂȂƜ˘ʑ[Æȕɷ&očØ,
ȞđȰȴƴ) [Dandong Colossus Group Co., Ltd. v. Jiangxi Huadian Electronic Co., Ltd.], CIVIL RETRIAL NO. 628
(Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Jiangxi Huadian issued infringement warnings to Dandong Clone and its clients claiming
the business activities of Dandong Clone has infringed its trade secret. Dandong Clone then brought a lawsuit against
Jiangxi Huadian, requesting the court to declare there was no trade secret infringement exists. The trial court, Liaoning
Dandong Intermediate People’s Court, found for the plaintiff. However, the appellate court, Liaoning High People’s
Court, reversed the decision and held that since the plaintiff may not specify the disputing trade secret, the court lacks
subject matter jurisdiction for declaring non-infringement. Dandong Clone then moved for retrial by the SPC, and the
SPC remanded the appellate court’s decision and ordered retrial by Liaoning High People’s Court. The SPC held that
even if the plaintiff, Dandong Clone, initially raised the lawsuit, the defendant, Jiangxi Huadian, shall bear the burden
of proof that the plaintiff infringed its trade secret. If Jiangxi Huadian refuses to specify the content of trade secret, it
will not affect the acceptance of the court to hear the case.
36
Dong Jianfei Yu Wu Shuxiang, Guojia Zhishi Chanquan Ju Zhuanli Fushen Weiyuanhui Waiguan Sheji
Zhuanliquan Wuxiao Xingzheng Jiufen An (ɡw˭'ÏƮȘãĎȏʂJƣĝ(óċýÑbôɮɿɶ(ƣ
ƅŻɦźȰȴƴ) [Dong Jianfei v. Wu Shuxiang and Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO], IP ADMINISTRATIVE
RETRIAL NO. 61 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2015). Dong Jianfei is the right holder of a design patent named “ǄƖǫˈƺ
(5).” Wu Shuxiang initiated a design patent invalid process to the Patent Re-examination Board of SIPO (hereinafter
“the Board”), claiming that the disputing design patent has been published on the internet before its registration, and
provided a notarized website page as evidence, however, the Board rejected this motion and affirmed the validity of
the disputing design patent. Wu Shuxiang then appealed this decision to Beijing First Intermediate People’s Court.
The trial court found for Wu Shuxiang because the website date was created by computer automatically and the
website holder shall not be able to change such date, and therefore, the evidence would be enough to prove that the
patent design was published before registration. The Board and Dong Jianfei then appealed the trial court’s decision
to Beijing High People’s Court, and the appellate court affirmed the trial court’s decision. Dong Jianfei then moved
for retrial by the SPC. The SPC denied the motion and held that the judgment of the trial court stands.
37

Guangdong Huaren Tuliao Youxian Gongsi Yu Jiangsu Daxiang Dongya Zhiqi Youxian Gongsi, Wu
Xuechun Buzhengdang Jingzheng Jiufen An (į-«ǞǛſƜ˘Æ'Ǉɗ÷ʍ-GǧƜ˘ÆÏ˟Ə&
ƽĺȦ@Ȱȴƴ) [Guangdong Huarun Paint Co., Ltd. v. East Asia Elephants Paint Co., Ltd. and Wu Xuechun], CIVIL
RETRIAL NO. 196 (Sup. People’s Ct. 2014). The plaintiff, East Asia Elephants Paint, uses a specified packaging
decoration on its products. East Asia Elephants Paint brought a lawsuit against Guangdong Huaren on the ground of
unauthorized use of similar packaging decoration. The trial court, Jiangsu Suzhou Intermediate People’s Court, found
for the plaintiff. Guangdong Huarun and Wu Xuechun then appealed the decision to Jiangsu High People’s Court,
and the trial court’s decision was affirmed. Guangdong Huarun then moved for retrial by the SPC. During the retrial,
the SPC found that East Asia Elephants Paint forged certain evidences. As a result, the SPC repealed the decisions
by both trial court and appellate court, and denied all of East Asia Elephants Paint’s complaints.
38

See supra note 32.

